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PREFACE
TO THE SECOND EDITION

About twenty-seven years have passed since this

book was written. In an atmosphere surcharged with

hatreds during the Lucknow communal riot of 1924,

I composed and recomposed many of its passages to give

expression to that longing for humanity, justice, tole-
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Eastern soul. What has happened since then—the

growth of hatreds on a global scale and the death of

millions and millions of innocent men, women and children

to satisfy the greed of the governing classes— has only

served to confirm me in my opinions. The book waa

hailed by a storm of criticism in the Urdu press. But

as this criticism—vindictive, bitter, hostile—waa based

on a complete ignorance ofthe originals, I took no notice

of it. I reprint the book as it ^as written.

* * * *

The fact that Muslim leaders during the last three

hundred years, whether politicians or mullahs, have

known no other psychology except the psychology of

retreat, and that, thanks to them, all Muslim com-

munities have been subject to recurrent waves of ever*

rising reactionary fanaticisms with the consequence

that the Mussalmans, unable to stand on their own feet

and to adjust their ways of life and their institutions to

the strenuous conditions of the modern world or to take

their proper part in the expanding vistas opened by

modern science, have been driven to seek the protection

of some foreign imperialism or other—all this should

1

not blind us to the fact that (a) the Muslim Revolution
**as ueen a vital fact in world-history for all time,
(b) that the Quranic conception of God was, and can
Btill be, a revolutionary force of incalculable value for
the attainment of human welfare, and (c) that the
higher Muslim religion and culture of the Middle Ages
as taught by its best exponents anticipates, and is

indistinguishable from, that "religion for the service
of humanity" which Chairman Mao Tse-t.nnu nnri ,->,,..

own Mahatanmji have promulgated in this generation.
The racial arrogance which has been one of the chief
features of Western Europe and America during the
last three centuries is a result of the temporary superio-
rity given to them by the rise of capitalism and capita-
listic production. We cannot allow ourselves to be
infected by the same disease. We stand not for the
substitution of one discrimination for another but for
the elimination of all discriminations.

* * * *

The history of no country has any meaning or
value except in the context of world-history. Mahmud
is one of the outstanding features of Medieval Ajam
(non-Arab Asia) and will be judged for all times by the
services he may have rendered to—or the havoc he
may have wrought on—the people concerned. The
historian, as such, has no country and no creed. He
is a student of the whole of humanity. He must
investigate man's 'dialectical march' from religion to
religion, from country to country, and from age to age
m the basis of his expanding ideals, his improving tools
^production and his developtog social organisations.



Still if the kindly reader thinks that he must form
his estimate of Sultan Mahmud on a religio-theological

basis, I will venture to draw hib attention to two great

authorities, whose religious orthodoxy at least cannot

be doubted.

Imam Abul Fazl Baihaqi was a junior officer of the

Royal Secretariat in the time of Sultan Mahmud ; dur-

ing the reign of Masud, son of Mahmud, he became the

assistant of Abu Nasr Mishtakan, the Royal Secretary

or Dabir; still later, when the Ghaznavide Empire had

contracted into a local kingdom with little power o-

prestige, Baihaqi retired into private life to pass his

remaining days in devotions and in the composition of

the three volumes of his famous Tarikh-i Aal-i Subuh-

tigin {History of the Dynasty of Si'bukiigin). The retired

Ghznavide officer was fearless in speaking the truth and

we need not be surprised at the fact that only the third

volume of his great work, devoted to Sultan Masud,

has survived. Eowever, in this surviving volume,

Imam Baihaqi writes .

—

"Amir Masud called me in. 'Welcome', he eaid, and

ordered the servant, Aghachi, to bring the bags. 'Take

these', he said to me, 'There are one thousand gold

pieces, each weighing a misqal in every bag. (A misqal

=1| drams). Tell Abu Nasr that this is the gold which

my father (may God be pleased with him!) has brought

from his holy wars {ghazwa) in India; idols of gold were

broken to pieces and melted (into ingots). It is lawful

(halal) property. During every journey they bring

from this stock to me so that anything I wish to gi\

in charity may be from property which ia lawful (haU
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without doubt, I hear that Abul Hasan, the Qazi of
Bust, and his son, are facing desperate poverty; they
accept nothing from anybody and have very little to
live upon. Give one bag to the father and one to the
son, so that they may be able to live in affluence on
lawful property and I may have discharged in part my
obligation (to God) for the recovery of my health.'

"I took the bags, brought them to Abu Nasr and
narrated everything to him. He thanked God and said,
'His Majesty (Khudawand) has sivon good orders. T
have heard that at times Abul Hasan and his son are
even unable to find 10 dirhams (copper coins).' Abu Nasr
went into his house and the bags were taken with him.

"After afternoon prayer-time (zohr) Abu Nasr sent
some one and celled Qazi Abul Hasan and his son. They
came and Abu Nasr conveyed the Sultan's message to
the Qazi. The Qazi offered many prayers (for the Sultan)
and replied; 'This gift is an honour. I accept it and
g ;ve it back. I cannot take it for the Day of Reckon-
ing is near and I will not be able to render an account
font. I will not pretend that I am not in great need.
But since I am content with the little I have, of what
use is this gold to me?'

" 'God be praised,' said Abu Nasr, 'This gold has
been brought by Sultan Mahmud from idol-temples
through (the strength of) his sword; the idols have been
destroyed and broken to pieces. The Commander of
the Faithful (i.e. the Baghdad Caliph) has considered

Ja
acceptance (by him) to be correct. But the Qazi

$11 not accept it I'



" 'May the life of 1 is Majesty be prolonged,' the

Q-zi replied, 'but the condition (hal) of the Commander

of the Faithful is different from mine. He is the ruler of

a territory. Further, you Khwaja (Abu Nasr) have been

with Amir Mabmud in his campaigns. I have not.

It has not been revealed to me whether these campaigns

v)f.re conducted in accordance with the traditions of the

Prophet (Blessing on him !) or not. I will on no condi-

tion accept this gold or any obligations about it.'

" 'If you do not accept it, for yourself,' said

Abu Nasr, :
;zive it to your pupils, to the deserving

(mustahiqqin) and to the durweshes.'

" 'I know of no deserving person in Bust to whom
gold may be given. And why should I place myself

in the position that while another person takes away

the gold, I have to render an account for it on tho Day

of Reckoning. Under no circumstances will I under-

take this duty.'

"Abu Nasr turned to the son. 'You take your

share.'

" 'May the life of the great Khwaja be pr jlonged.

I am the son of the person who has just spoken and

have also studied with him. If I had seen him only

for a single day and come to know of his spiritual

eminence (ahwal) and his ways of life, I would have

considered it my duty to follow him all my life. But

I have been with him for years. I am also, like him,

afraid of the account I will have to render on the Day

of Reckoning. The meagre portion of worldly goods

I possess is lawful ; it isalso sufficient for me. I am
not desirous of increasing it.'

" 'You two are great souls. May Allah give, you
in abundance !' Khwaja Abu Nasr replied. He wept
and sent them back. He was very thoughtful the rest

of the day and kept reflecting on the conversation.

Next day he wrote a letter to Amir Masud explaining

the situation and returned the gold. Tbe Amir was
surprised." (Persian text, p. 636—38),

.» JVSo ^JCu v\j l.o cjp-.i: icu iliiio tut; great CIlHlKn

Sa'di in his Gulisian, the most widely read of all Persian

bocks, would say anything shocking to the religious

consciousness of his time. And yet his estimate of

Mahmud is low and, in fact, cruel. " A Malik (ruler)

of Khorisan saw in a dream," Sa'di tells us, "that

the whole body of Sultan Mahmud son of Subuktigin had
been disintegrated and reduced to dust. But his eye-balls

were still rotating in their sockets and looking around
them. The philosophers failed to interpret the dream,
but a duncesh correctly interpreted it and said : 'He is

still gazing (in distraction) that his Empire is in the

hands of another.' " (Gulistan, Chapter I). There was
for Shaikh Sa'di and his contemporaries no question of
Mahmud's services to Islam. They were not members
of the Indo-Turkish governing class of Delhi and Daulat-
abad, under

. whose aegis most legends about Sultan
Mahmud were manufactured. A very good example
are the impossible stories we find in the Fulvh-us Salalin
of Isami. It is only when Islamic ideals were suppres-
sed in order to manufacture Islam into a governing-class

creed that Mahmud could become 'a religious hero'.



And the most impossible of modern imperialisms—the
•dream imperialism' of the Pan-Islamists—keeps that
fiction alive. The 'real Mahmud', who certainly did not
deserve the stricture of Sa'di, would have been as much
surprised at this fiction as his son was surprised at the
Qazi of Bust's refusal to accept the gold of Indian tern-

pies as a royal gift.

An apology is due for my use of the word Ghaznin.
The exact term, Ghazni'ain—meaning the two cities on
either side of the river—is too complex for use in
English. 'Oh0-""' ;° s «•»«*«—~ *~-~. ~„j „i u *,_

used for modern Ghazni, which is a single city sur-
rounded by a moat-wall. 'Ghaznah' is the Arabicised
form which our Persian historians do not use.

The first edition had no Ind«x. I also considered
c list of authorities to be unnecessary. The kindness of
my young friend and colleague, Mr. Khaliq Ahmad
Nizami, M.A. Las enabled me to remove both these
shortcomings.

Badat Bagh,

Muslim University, Aligarh.

Dec. 22, 1951.

Mohammad Habib.
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CHAPTER I

THE MUSLTM Wnpr.n rw ™t^ m^™- „„

"Almost all ethical doctrines and religious creeds "
says John Stuart Mill, "are full of meaning and vitality
to those who originate them and to the direct disciples
of the originators. Their meaning continues to be feltm undiminished strength, and is perhaps brought out
snto fuller consciousness, so long as the struggle lasts
to give the doctrine or creed an ascendency over other
creeds. At last it either prevails, and becomes the
general opinion, or its progress stops; it keeps possession
oi the ground it has gained, but ceases to spread
further. From this time may be usually dated the
dechne m the living power of the doctrine. For when it
has become a hereditary creed, and comes to be received
passively, not actively-when the mind is no longer
compelled, in the same degree as at first, to exercise
its vital powers on the questions which its beliefs
present to it, there is a progressive tendency to forget
all of the belief except the formularies, or to give it
a dull and torpid assent, as if accepting it on trust
dispensed with the necessity of realising it in conscious-
ness."
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This weakening of spiritual zeal has shown itself

in all religions at various stages, and is painfully obvious

in the history of Islam from the decline of the Abbasid

Caliphate in the ninth century to the Mongol conquest

of Muslim Asia and the growth of mysticism in the

thirteenth. It was a period of great achievements in

science, literature and art, and the area of human
knowledge was enlarged by scholars trained in' the

philosophy of Plato and Aristotle. It was a period

of feverish political activity; empires were established

and pulled down
; cities were founded and destroyed.

But it was a period of refinement and culture, of an

alluring, materialistic civilisation— not of faith. The
missionary zeal of the earlier Muslims had evaporated

in the signr.l success it had achieved, and the creed

that had come into the world for the elevation of the

lower classes was being used as a bulwark for the

protection of vested interests and the continuation of

time-honoured abuses. f hairsplitting theo'ogy there

was enough and to spare; and the sectarian fanaticism

which such theology excited discolours the annals

of many generations, during which 'orthodox' and
'heretics' persecuted and tortured each other with an

inhumanity they never displayed in their dealings with

-the non-Muslims, who were regarded as the honourable

opponents of an honourable war. Islam had become

a matter of custom and tradition and a means for

procuring the salvation of the individual soul. It was

no longer a world-wide force of democratic upheaval.

People prayed and fasted and road the Quran with devo-

tion; they lived according to what they considered to be

the true interpretation of the law ; but the vision of a

(i) Political divi-
sions. Decline f
the Caliphate.

Mus'im World in the Tenth Century 3

new heaven and a ne« earth, such as had inspired the
Saracenic invaders of Persia, was totally beyond their
ken. They had lost their proselytising fervour and
were content to keep their creed to themselves. The
boundaries of the Muslim world remained where the
Omayyad Caliphs had left them, and no new countries
or peoples were brought within the fold. And internally
also the political, religious and social unity of the
Muslim world was being gradually undermined by the
forces of disintegration.

The idea that all purely Muslin, populatioDS shouW
be under the suzerainty of the
Caliph has never been absent from
Muslim consciousness. Neverthe-
less the lands of the Caliphate w*re

too extensive to be governed from a single centre
and in the course of the last two centuries the political
and administrative power of the Caliph had gradually
declined. Local princes raised Lheir heads and the
orders of Baghdad ceased to command the implicit
obedience that had been yielded to them in the good
old days of Harunur Rashid. Spain had become'
independent

;
a rival Caliphate had been founded by

the Fatimids of Egypt
; and, nearer home, the growth

of a number of 'minor dynasties' paralysed the Caliph's
power m Iraq, Persia and Turkestan. Yet the moral
prestige of the Caliph in the eyes of his co-religionistswas .mmense. He was the successor of the Prophet
and public sentiment regarded him with deep respectHe was the fountain-head of all political authority •

kings and tribal chiefs were in theory subordinate to
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him, and his sanction alone could provide a legal basis

for their power. The maddest of political adventurers

would think many times before he directly defied the

Caliph's authority.

Of the 'minor dynasties' that jostled each other

in Persia and Turkestan, the most

tie?'

6 min° r dynaS
* imP°rtant and Powerful was the

House of Saman founded by Amir

Ismail Samani in 911 A.D. The Samanids, with their

capital at Bokhara, held an insecure sway over Trans-

Oxania, ymawaraun JSuhr) and Ivhorasan, their power

being almost constantly defied by rebellious governors

and insubordinate officials. Beyond the Jaxartes the

unconverted Turks and Tartars were ruled by their

tribal chiefs, lhe most powerful of whom was the Khan
of Kasbghar. In Eastern Persia the Shiaite dynasty

of Buwaih, with its capital at Bay, was founded by

Ruknuddoulah Daylami in 933 and gradually expanded

its power in Iraq till even Baghdad came within its

<3rasp. The Caliph was left to slumber in his palace, as

'a venerable phantom,' while the Buwaihid rulers

assumed the powers and the title of 'Commander-in-

Chief and directed the secular affairs of the capital.

The other dynasties are too many and too unimportant

to be mentioned here. They were constantly at war

with each other.

As if this division of political power was not enough

to paralyse the energies of the
(ii) Religious diyi- <Fait,hfuj» acute differences on

sions—Sunnis Shias

and 'heretics,'
questions of dogma also appeared

with an intensity^of bitterness which

Muslim World in -he Tenth Century 6

Mussalmans now living can hardly realise. The division

of Mussalmans into Sunnis and Shias had come very

early. The Shias claimed that the Prophet's cousin and
son-in-law, Ali, should have been his immediare successor

while the Sunnis upheld the legality of the actual

order of succession—Abu Bakr, Omar, Uaman and Ali.

But this political difference slowly developed into

difference of a more fundamental nature ; and Shiaism
became the Persian interpretation, as against Sunnism
or the Arab interpretation, of the Prophet's teach-
ings.* As yet, however, the difference between the

Sunnis and the main body of Shias was not so

* The point requires some elucidation. The great reli-

gions of the wcrlu may be divided into two groups—the Semitic
(J»daism, Christianity and Islam) and the Aryan (Hinduism,
Jainism and Buddhism). Broadly speaking, Semitic religions
give more importance to the ethical, and the Aryan religions to
the metaphysical, aspect of faith. Now after the Arab conquest
of Persia, the Persians naturally interpreted the new faith in th«
light of their already existing metaphysical conceptions which
they largely shared with the Hindus. One cf the most important
of these was the idea of incarnation, the appearance of the
Supreme Being in a human form. Every religion has felt the
necessity of finding some means of intercourse between the real
and the sensible world. In Islam the angel Gabriel brings the
message of the one world to the other. Aryan religions explain
it by a series of incarnations by which the Creator comes to teach
the law to the created. In the extreme forms of Shiaism, a highly
Aryanised interpretation of Islam, the Prophets and the Imams
become Divine Incarnations, a belief which the orthodox consider-
ed to be identical with idolatry. And yet a priori Shiaism and
Sunnism must be considered equally valid interpretations of a
common faith

; nor is it possible to give any valid reason why
{Continued)
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ac te as it afterwards became
; one sect shaded off into

another by insensible gradations
; it was difficult to say

where Simnism ended and Shiaism began, and many
persons then living would have found it hard to decide
to which sect they really belonged. But the most bitter
an.mos.ty prevailed between the 'orthodox'Sunnis and the
extreme wing of the Shiaites, who believed in only 'seven'
out of the 'twelve' Imams of Shiaism, and were generally
known as the 'heretics' (mulahidah). This extreme

the Arab outlook on life should be in greater consonance with
J *"" " * «•»*»«• knottier indo-Aryan doctrine whs

'moiusm the belief which regarded all existence as the emana-
tion of one Being and all change as the evidence of a Cosmic
Purpose. To tho Semitic conception of law as an external com-
mand, the Aryans had opposed the belief that law was an inner
aspiration of the soul itself. What is known as Tcsawwu/ (Muslim
mysticism) is Islam interpreted in tho light of Indo-Porsian
monism, -n which God ceases to be a being external to the indivi-
dual and law is no longer a command imposed from without
Muslim mjdtics have always claimed that their doctrines are
based on the Quran and lightly so, however unpalatable such a
confession may appear to those who imagine that a religion can
long exist without developing a system of metaphysics. But the
contention of the Muslim mystics is quite compatible with the fact
that the development 01 mysticism in Islam was mainly the work
of Persian thinkers, who weifi_steeped in the_doctrine of monism;
and that in its mature form the teachings of Tasc.wwuJ are broadly
the same as the philosophy of the Neo-Platonists and the Upa-
nishads. Thus Islam interpreted in the light of the Incarnation-
idea has given us Shiaism, which in its orthodox form claims that
Ali should have been the first Caliph and in its heretical phase
asserts him and *he Imams to be Divine Incarnations, while
interpreted in the light of Aryan monism, it has led to Tasawwuf,
the finest achievement of Indo-Persian genius in the realm of
thought.

wing, though divided into many groups, of n.om the
Ismailis of Arabia and the Carmathiana of Multan
were most notorious, was unified by a common hatred
of the Sunnis owing to the punishment which the latter

inflicted on 'heretics' in general, without trying to dis-

tinguish between one kind of heresy and another.
Their great dogmatic fault, from the orthodox view-
point, was their belief in the Prophet's Family as a
Divine Incarnation. But every species of vice was
attributed to them

; and it was their supposed moral
character rather than their actual religious beliefs that
excited the frantic intolerance of the orthodox. They
were accused of permitting incest and of legalising
marriages within prohibited degrees ; they were blamed,
and with more truth, for resorting to assassination as a
political weapon and of trying to establish a heretical
hierarchy in place of the secular state. A 'heretic' waa
slain wherever he was found

; but simple death, as a
rule, was considered too mild a punishment, and the
'heretic' who escaped being torn to pieces by infuriated
mobs, was put to death by the governments with the
most revolting tortures that the mind of man could
invent. To this insensate persecution the 'heretics'
replied with weapons which are always in the hands
of a determined minority. They formed secret societies
winch could not be unearthed by the clumsy spy-system
of the states and their propagandists (daiy) in various
disguises penetrated into every corner of the Muslim
world. Growing yet bolder, they established the rival
Caliphate of Egypt, capfcuredVt^ -Holy Places and
removed the Black Stone ^'ft^mC^lie^^acred temple of

/ . ^ Mj
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Mecca. Finally, they seized a number of forts in Persia,
the chief of which was Ala mut, developed murder into
a fine art, and Sunni kings, statesmen and theologians
were kept in perpetual fear of death by the unseen
dagger of the assassinating 'heretic'. It was a mad
dance, but none the less it continued till the middle of
the thirteenth century when 'orthodox' and 'heretic'
alike were compelled to lick the dust under the Mongol
conqueror's iron heel.*

-A detailed study of tlie Carmathiana and Ismailia does
not come within our scope. Their ideals and their organisation
are equally interesting. Like all revolutionary minoritea they
seem to have included men of all shades of opinion from tolerant
philosophers like Hakim NwirKhusrau to mere cut-throats and
a8sas,:ns. Nizamul Mulk in his <Sijat0, Nmmak -

considers them a
pre-Mualun Persian eeet. founded by Mazdak a generation before
the Prophet and continued into Islam. A mysterious cha.m
surrounds the fortress of Alamut (eagle's nest) and its 'mock
parad.se', from whence the 'Old Man of the Mount* -V waswont to send out. his young men to assassinate his opponents.
The word 'assassin' comes fromMA* (hemp) with which the
vxctun of the fraud was drugged before being taken to the
paradise*

j itekouris, it is said, had such an influence on his
unagmgtion that his soul found no rest in the world outside
and the promise that he would reach 'paradise' at once by the
performance of a heroic deed was enough to induce him to
Wield the assassin's knife and face the inevitable punislunent atthe hands of the orthodox. The fort was destroyed by Halaku.
grandson of Chengiz. For literature on the subject, besides the
Si,*s«t Namah' see the chapters on the 'heretics' in 'Xauzatu*
Sa/a' and 'TariU-i-Cuzidak'. The third voluume of Alauddin
Ata Malik Juwaini's 'Tarikh-i Janan Cu*ha was written on the
basis of the Alamut library.

Muslim W. Id in the Tenth Century 9

"And this is my last advice unto you," the Prophet

said in his last speech at Mecca,
(Hi) Racial di- «<You are of one brotherhood." And

visions—Persians, . .11**1.1
Arabs and Turks, there is no social principle 01 their

faith to which the Mussalmans have

been more true; religious unity has always over-ridden

all tribal and racial distinctions. Nevertheless there

have been avowed, though futile, attempts at racial

supremacy ; in Muslim lands, ap elsewhere, racial pride

has been an uncomfortable aspect of human nature.

The Onjavyuu Caliphs made a bold attempt to convert

the Empire into a heritage of tfce Arab aristocracy ; the

Persian Revolution, which overthrew the Omayyads

and placed the Abbasids on the throne of the Caliphate,

naturally brought the Arab regime to an end and transr

ferred to the Persians the superiority formerly enjoyed

by the Arabs. But a rival race soon appeared to

contest the prize with the victorious Persians. From

thu marshes of Anatolia in the west to the shores of

the Pacific Ocean in the east, there extended the var-

ious tribes of the Sino-Mongolian race—Turks, Tartars,

Turkomans, Tibetans, Chinese and Mongols—distinguish-

ed by some very marked common features. They

had allied scripts all written from top to bottom.

They were short of stature, with high cheek-bones and

small eyes, but remarkably well-built and inured to

the hardships of war. With the expansion of the

Muslim frontier to the north and west of Persia, one

Turkish tribe after another was brought within the

Islamic pale, and the Turks surprised their conquerors

by the remarkable courage of their men and the no

less remarkable beauty of their women. Turkish body-
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guards were appointed to watch over the safety of
kings

; Turkish slave-girls intrigued in royal harems ;
and slowly, but surely, Turkish adventurers shouldered
out the Persians from all places of military command.
By the middle of the tenth century the revolution
was complete, and the Turks had taken up amon* the
Mussalmans a position broadly simlliar to that of the
Kshattriyas among the Hindus. That only a Turk
fliiouH rule a Muslim land or lead its armies on the
fieid of battle was considered by the ordinary citizen
sn immutable precept of political moralitv. Of the
dynasties that have ruled Muslim Asia from the tenth
to the eighteenth century, an over-whelming majority
has belonged to the Turkish stock.* Administra-
tive posts were still left to the Persians and they had anexclude monopoly cf art and literature, for which theTurks never showed much aptitude. A Persian was
not regarded as a sudra or treated as a member of the
subject ra,e

;
his function in the state was different but

his social status was as honourable as that of the Turk
Nevertheless Turkish military predominence had its
darker side

;
the government of even the most tolerant

* One of greatest of historical errors is the prevalent
opinion that the kings of Medieval India were Pathans. It w«
to most pedant.0 ofhistorian* Barring the non-descript Khiljis
al dynast.es of Delhi came from the Turkish stock, except heSyeds Lodlns and Suris. The Sultans of Ghaznin and Ghor. the

tt TuY m r
Ughla<13^ thC °reat M°*hul9 *» Wongi tothe Turko-Mongohan race. An Afghan king in Afghanistan^*

would have been an anamoly before the days ofAhmad Shah

Muslim World in the Te ith Century II

Turkish rulers seemed to keep the mailed fist in reserve;

and Persian genius, compelled to occupy a secondary

place in politics, found an outlet for its energies in

organising religious agitation against the orthodox

Turks.
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CHAPTER n
CAREER of STJTtuw %

Al M .
Bokhara, died *„/TT* kinS of

***" uncle ^ ,, J*
br°ther *»*

Alpti^in tt
Ia,med the throne.

J*
—-Itod by the n

P -£pernor of Kh

ed Bokhara, the comm„
S messenger reach

* the throne. Realfei
°<* deceased monarch,

*"* 4p*fa acted^ ** *
i backed the wrong

£»**g Khorasan r*^a% and discrete

drove out its ruler, Abu£f-
*» P»«onal retainer,

M^ur's attempts to d^elf T^'
and Crated

«i»%. Alptigmdiedh
9t^ fr hiS "** F*-«£ of eight years during fh if^ a Parous

kept tmkering at the Ind
°
n *

*
M *»"* Subuktigin*** *>» Abu 1st" : ^r

He ~-d.
™gned for a year> J** Wio died before he had***^^^ £ £. of ^°De after mother to the

throne. The first, Bilkatigin (969-977), was a pioand brave man, but his successor Pirey (977) tur/'
out to be 'a great villain

1

and was deposed in faVo! !

of the famous Subuktigin.*

Amir Nasiruddin Subuktigin had been for severai

Subuktigin.
y
u

earS the most Prominent man m
the kingdom when the pe0pie

quite sated with the villainies of Pirey,' placed him'
on the throne in 977. He eradicated the foundation.

•Some historians have ignored, while nt,h«™ h&xrc de™-*
asietence of Bilkatigin and Pirey. Their reigns are, however,^ed by their coins and the most reliable chronicles refer to thA great confusion prevails as to dates. Colonel Raverty, -T'
an unnecessarily arrogant criticism of Minhajus Siraj, givos

*'

allowing dates of the Hijri Era : Alptigin (322-352), Abu Ish
'

(352-353). Bilkatigin (353-362), Pirey (362-367). All *£*?
Wee ere agreed in declaring 367 as the year of Sabuktigin'a a,,

' 1 "

sion, but a little reflection would have shown the esteeixJuT
Colonel that his other dates were preposterous. Abdul Malik d
in 350, and Alptigin, who was governor of Khorasan in !!*
re.gn of that monarch and conquered Ghaznin after A.bdul Man
death, could net have reigned in Ghaznin from 322 to 353 ^
date, of the conquest of Ghaznin is 351 according to the jo !
testimony of Minhajus Siraj, HamdullaW Mustawfi and Feris ,T
The question remains-how divide the years 351 to 367 bet*
the four reigns ? Hamdullah Mustawfi and Ferishta give sUt

^
years to Alptigin and one to Abu Ishaque. But theyW
Bilkatigin and Pirey who have to be accommodated. In e^T
oi the criticism of his translator, Minhajus Siraj gives the £ \
rational account-Alptigin, 8 years; Ishaque, 1 year; BilkatS!
10 years; and Pirey, 1 year. From this I get the years of

'

Christian era given above. The corresponding dates for f
T

Samanid Kings, on the testimony of Minhajus Siraj and Ha-T
ullah Mustawfi, are : Abdul Malik bin Nuh (343-350), Mansurt?"Nuh (350-366), Nuh bin Manaur (365-387)

Un



of tyranny and 'spread the carpet of justice and mercy

over the land'. What was no less important, he kept the

officers in hand and started his city-state on that career

of aggressive conquests which brought it to the 'notice

of the eastern world. Soon after his accession he

annexed the territories of Bust and Qusdar, and march-

ing towards the Indian frontier, 'captured a few forts

and built some mosques' (978). It was a small affair

but had important consequences.

Afghanistan till the eighth century had been politi-

First War with

Jaipal.

CU'iiv eviiu ouilui c*iiy v. pui i ui inula,

and its native population had

adopted the Buddhist creed.* But

*Sorne- time before the Christian era the- Turki Shahi

(Kushan) dynasty of Scythian Turks fouuded by Barhatigin

began a career of conquest till under its greatest monarch,

Kanishka, a largo part of Northern India, Afghanistan, Turkestan

and Mawaraun Nahr was included in the Kushan Empire. The

Turks were quickly assimilated by Indian civilisation, but (he

result v.as not altogether fortunate. For Buddhism, instead of

raising tho barbarians to its own level, found it easier to pander to

their idolatrous beliefs; and that preposterous mixture of

rationalism and priestcraft, known as Mahayana Buddhism, in

which the philosophy of the Great Teacher is reconciled with the

gods of every locality, became the creed of the peoples included

in the Kushan Empire. Kanishka's capital, Peshawar, became a

centre for disseminating tho new faith, and centuries later the

Mussalman." found the wild tribes of Afghanistan worshipping

the Buddha in the form of the lion (Sakya Sinlia). From tlie

downfall of the Kushan Empire till the Saracenic invasion of

Afghanistan in tho eighth century all is dark. Alberuni states

that the Turki Shahi dynasty of Barhatigin included no less than

(Continued)

' l k-uitKij .maiiu; ,!Ul

'•

the frontiers of" Islam bad ;en gradually pushed across

the country and now the two forces stood opposite to
each other in the province of Lamaghan on the southern
side of the Kabul river. Rai Jaipal of Lahore, over-

lord of the Punjab, was driven to desperation by thi3

slow diminution of his ancestral kingdom; Subuktigin's

repeated invasions had made his life uncomfortable;
and resolved to drive matters to a final issue, he
marched to the valley of Lamaghan with 'soldiers black
as night and impetuous as a torrent'. Subuktigin and
uta sou waLutuu advanced from Ghaznin. The battle

raged for. bo.erai days, but the victor couia not be
distinguished from the vanquished,. Then an untimely
snow-storm shattered Jaipal's calculations.* "AH at
onr-e the sky was covered with clouds ; thunder and
lightning appeared; the light of day wa* changed into
the darkness of night; and the cold became so severe
that most horses and beasts of burden died, and
the blood of the Hindus froze within their reins."
There was no alternative to a humiliating surrender,

sixty kings, the last of whom, Lagaturman, was deposed by hit.
Bralunan «ws,y, Kallur, the first ruler of tho H,ndu Shahi
dynasty, which Subuktigin found ruling over the Punjab. The
pedigree of the kings written on silk was preserved in the fortress
of Nagarkot but Alberuni says he was unablo to see it The
order of the Hindu Shahi dynasty is given by him as follows:Ka lur, Samand, Kamalu, Bhim, Jaipal, Anandpal, Tarojanpal
(T.locnnpal) and Bhimpal. {Alberuni, Sudan's TV. Vol ii, p z ?)*The snow-storm is said to have been caused by some
dtrt thrown into a mysterious pool of clear water by Mahmud's
order. Similar beliefs were widely prevalent among the Mongolsand Turks It M obvious that the Indian army would sufferm.re than the enemy, who was accustomed to the climate.
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and Jaipal promised a million dirhatnl and fifty

elephants to the enemy who had retained his activity

in the intense cold.

But in the safety of Lahore Rai Jaipal forgot the

promise he had made, and Subuk-

tigin's envoys, instead of receiving

the promised tribute, found them-

selves in prison. "I will not re-

Second War with

Jaipal— annexation

of Lamaghan and
Peshawar.

lease these men", Jaipal declared,

"unless Subuktigin sets free the hostages he has taken

tii. . ,...,-.., ..-,-, c on/iiVii->r war. Subu.v-
trom me. j-w tu:iov.4l .o.,v.^ — -

tigin retaliated by plundering Lamaghan and Jaipal

appealed to his brother Eais, who responded to the call.

The rulers of Delhi, A jmere, Kanuauj and Kalanjar sent

him men and money, and thus strengthened he once

more marched to the Lamaghon valley with a hundred

thousand horse and soldiers beyond all computation. The

battle which followed demonstrated the futility of an

unmanageable crowd. Subuktigin wore ont the patience

of the Indians by attacking them repeatedly with picked

bodies of five hundred horse ; and after a desperate

onslaught in which 'swords could not be distinguished

from spears, men from elephants and heroes from cow-

ards', drove them pell-mell back to the Indus. Lamaghan

and Peshawar fell into the hands of the victor.

Subuktigin established his tax-collectors over the

conquered territory and garrisoned Peshawar with two

thousand men.

Some twelve or thirteen years after these event b,

a rift in the Samanid kingdom

Acquisition of
opened the door t0 a more important

Khorasan.
acqui8ition. Abu Ali Simjuri, the
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governor of Khorasan, and Faiq, an unscrupulous
politician experienced in such business, rebelled against
the Samanid king, Amir Nub, a respectable nonentity

;

and Nuh appealed to Subuktigin for help. The
latter came to the assistance of his over-lord with
an alacrity that should have made Amir Nuh pause.
Subuktigin and Mahmud crushed the rebels in a
fierce battle before Herat, and as a reward for this

loyal service, Mahmud was appointed governor of
Khorasan in 994 A.D. and he established himself at
Na.ishn.niir The (;., a .-i „„^„: r «»

A - - ....-„„ inunuw, oi reiaia inus
became for all practical purposes a part of the king.
dom of Ghaznin. The glory of the victory remained
with Amir Nuh; its fruits with his allies. It was
not Mahmud's principle to give back what had
once come within his iron grasp.

Amir Subuktigin died in Balkh in 997 A.D. after

Amir Ismail.
a reigr of twenty years, and in
accordance with his will his son,

Ismail, was placed on the throne. But Mahmud was
not prepared to be ousted by his younger brother,
and Tsmail was unwilling to agree to a reasonable'
compromise. The consequence was civil war.
Mahmud marched against Ghaznin from Naishapur
while Ismail hurried to protect it from Balkh.
The two brothers met near the capital. Mahmud's
charge broke Ismail's centre and the 'iron-hearied
sword wept tears of blood over the fate of warlike
men'. Ismail was imprisoned in a fort of Jurjan
and provided with all the requisites of a com-
fortable existence.
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The new Amir, who ascended the throne at the

age of thirty, was destined to sur-

Amir Mahmud—
ise and stagger bis contempof.

personality and . , , ..,.
*

.

character.' aries witn the orunance 01 ms

achievements and to establish a

short-lived empire extending from the Punjab to the

Caspian and from Samarkand to Ray. Ever since the

decline of the Abbasid Caliphate, men of small imagine

tions and small means had been striving for a supremacy

totally beyond their reach. In Mahmud the long

expected h?ro seemed to h?.^? arrived Th, Tirinnpo in*

at his name,Persia and Turkestan trembled

Subuktigin's mystic dream of a tree rising out of bis

fire-place and overshadowing the world was realised.

But contemporaries were too dazzled with the genius

of the man, who never lost a battle during forty years

of ceaseless warfare, to discover the impermanence of

his work. To posterity, on the other hand, Mahmud
became a legend and a name. Latter- day fanatics

have leved to portray him as a hero after their own

hearts—thv, 'Ho'y Warrior* in the 'Path of the Lord'

in whose footsteps all pious Muslim kings should aspire

to tread ; and moralists of a different type have held

him up as an example, not of righteousness but of

personal greed, of the avarice that clings to wordly

possessions, 'so laboriously won, so precariously held,

so inevitably lost'. Yet the astute, wine-loving Sultan

of Ghaznin was neither the one nor the other. Far

from being a missionary, he was not even a fanatic,

though like clever man with a clear eye to his own
profit, he fought with Hindus and Mussalmans alike

:.hmu; i9

.-tension of his Empire. But it his faith neve-
rose to the heights of a sublime passion, neither did his
stinginess amount to a disease. He did not gloat c v-er
his hoards like a miser but kept them intact for the
financial stability of his government.

The gift of a commanding personality had been
denied to Mahmud. He was a man of medium height
mi b well-proportioned limbs, but the small-pox merks on
ins fkee deprived him of all external beauty and grace
It is said that on seeing his face in the mirror rm^ L m!

a lag at the face of kings is believed
to strengthen the eye-sight of men," he remarked to
hie wazxr, "but a face such as mine will probably injure
tne onlooker's eye." "No* one in a thousand sees
your face, the quick witted Wazir replied, -but your
moral qualities affect them all Strive in the path c'
virtue and you will be loved by all." Mahmud was
no pahilwan; feats of personal prowess were beyond his
strength though hi. frame bore all the hardships
entailed by his continuous campaigns. But he did not
subject himself to more discomforts en his campaigns
than was absolutely necessary, and his travelling camn
surprised his subjects by its splendour, (fie was toogood a general to endanger his personal safety by
needless heroism

; nevertheless, when the' occasion
required, he mounted an elephant and plunged bravelv
into Ihe thickest of the enemy lines. His unquestioned
supremacy over his fellow-men was due to the qualifies
of the mind-the acuteness with which he unravelled
a complicated situation and read the character of those
around him, the restless activity of a man determined
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to be great combined with tne instinctive beha\iour

of one born to command. A king had to be reserved,

but Mabmud never cast off the veil even before his

most intimate companions. , He had no favourites in

state affairs. The play-things of his idle hours were not

allowed to meddle in matters too high for their under-

standing. The devotion with which he was served by

his officers did not. evoke an equal confidence on his side.

Even towards his all but indispensable wazir, the

great Khwaja Ahmad bin Hasan Maimandi, his attitude

was one of uistaui •
spect.

rri.~ ... <v

mere pawns on the chess-board whom the master-mind

moved hither and thither at will.

The Sultan's personal faith, as distinct, from the

uolicy of his government, is a matter of interesting

speculation. Contemporary gossip credited him with a

disbelief in the Day of Judgment and in the Tradition

(Hadis), dear to the Muslim priests of all ages, "that the

scholars (ularna) are the successors of the prophets.""

The appearance of the Holy Prophet in a dream was said

to have put his mind at rest; and Mabmud, like most

Muslim kings, never failed to pay a visit to saints of

renown though with the exception of Shaikh Abul

Hasan Kharqani none seems to have influenced him

deeply. But his outlook on life was essentially secular,

* His mind wa3 also clouded by a dark suspicion that

Subuktigin was not his real father. While returning to his palace

one night, the Sultan ordered his golden lamp to be given to a

poor student, who n he saw reading in the light of a shop. 'Son

of Subuktigin,' the Prophet appeared to him in a dream that

night, "May God honour theo in both the worlds as thou hasfc

honoured my ioec«nor!" The Sultan's three doubts were thus

removed.
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and he was too conscious of his position as the head of
the state to allow priesthood to become supreme. His
persecution of the 'heretics,

5

apart from the pressing
demand of the 'orthodox', may have teen due to his

conviction that their 'immoral' doctrines would shake
the foundations on which Muslim Kociety was based •

and greed for money and power, not an enlightened
desire for the spread of Islam, was the motive of his
Indian campaigns. A deep and inspiring faith in the
one and the unseen God, Mahmud certainly had, and it

ccnSGiatiCu ue needed, Apart from
that, it would be safe to as3ume that he shared the
rationalistic tendencies of his friend, Ahmad Husain
bin Mikal (Hasnak), who refused to believe in any
mystifying nonsense, and the firmness with which he
protected Hasnak from the Caliph's wrath confirms
this view. The private life of the Sultan certainly phows
him to be anything but the paragon of virtue idolised

by Muolim fanatics He was morally neither better nor
worse than most of the princes who preceded and
followed him. He shared their fondness for war and
wine and women as well as their appreciation of poetry
and music. He was not above quarrelling with his

officers for the possession of Turkish slaves, and scandal,
which may or may not be true, credited him with
illegitimate children* But the prime concern of the

* Ahmad Nialtigin, Commander-in-Chief of Lahore in
Masud's reign, was considered to be an illegitimate son of Mah-
mud. "People used to tell stories about his birth, his mother
and Amir Mahmud. There was certainly a friendly relation
between the king and his mother-but God knows the truth."
(Baihaqi, B. &D. Vol. U, p. iaa).
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historian is not the private life of Mahmud but the

character and value of his work.

Amir Nuh ofBokhara died in the same year as Sabuk-

tigin. His son, Mansur, appointed one

End of the Begtuzun governor of Khorasan, and

Saaianid King- while Mahmud was fighting with Is-

dom. mail, Begtuzun established himself at

Naishapur. Mahmud 'a protests were

disregarded, and when he marched on Naishapur, Mansur
hastened to defend it. Mahmud was more than a match

for the Samanid king but be refrained from pushing

matters to extremes on account of the blame that

would attach to him for defying his overlord. But as

fate would haye it, Begtuzun, joined by the ever-mis-

chievous Faiq, captured and blinded Mansur and placed

his brother, Abdul Malik, a boy of tender years, on the

Samanid throne. Mabmud's hands were now free. He
cleared Khorasan of the enemy and Abdul Malik fled

to Eokhara. But I-lak Khan of Kashghar, who had been
watcbhig the course of eveuto from beyond the Jaxartes,

marched on Bokhara and put the Samanid kingdom to an
end in 999A. D. I-lak Khan and Mahmud congratulated

each other and divided the Samanid kingdom between
themselves with the Oxus as the boundary line. This

political alliance was cemented by a family alliance and
the intercourse of the two kingdoms resulted in the

conversion of a large number of Tartars to Islam.

Towards the end of year 999 A.D. Mahmud, the

firBt Muslim ruler to be credited with the title of Sultan,

received a robe of honour Lorn the Caliph with the title

of 'Aminul Millat' and 'Yaminuddoulah.' He now stood
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in t3 place of the Samanids, his former overlords, in
direct subordination to the Caliph, and recognised the
duties of his new position by taking a vow to wage a
'Holy War' against the Hindus every year. Though
he invaded India only seventeen times in the thirty

years of life yet left to him, it must be acknow-
ledged that the vow was fulfilled in the spirit in which
it was made.

(1) In 1000 A.D. Mahmud crossed the Indian

iVoi

(1000).

.rcHi/icr mUv icuctttea aiter capturing

(1) Frontier towns a few forts.

(2) Next year (1001—1002) he moved again and
pitched his tents before Peshawar

(2) Peshawar with ten thousand horse while Rai
and Waihind Jaipal marched against him with
(1001-1002). twelve thousand horse, thirty thous-

and foot and three hundred eleph-
ants. On 28th November, 1001, the armies fell on
each other and 'did justice to their traditions of warlike
courage.'* But Rai Jaipal was captured with fifteen
royal princes and five thousand Hindus died on the
battle-field. Mahmud marched on and captured Jaipal's
capital, Waihind (or Und), where some Hindus had

* Winter was the campaigning season in India. Mahmud
generally left Ghaznin in autumn (i.e. the ond of the rainy
season), and after spending the winter in India, returned toGhaznm by the beginning of the summer. His campaigns,
consequently, have to be indicated by two years of the Chris-
tian era.
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collected together - )r a second battle.* Jaipal and

other prisoners were released on payment of tribute,

but the defeated Rai, in conformity with the custom

of his people, transferred his kingdom to Anandpal

and ended his life on a funeral pyre.

(3) During the next two years Mahmud was busy

with the western affairs of his king-

(3) Biji Rai of dom and the conquest of Siestan In

Bhera (100G— the autumn of 1006 A.D. he crossed

1007). the Indus for the 6rst time and

appeared before Bhera on the bank of

the Jhelum. Biji Rai of Bhera, who possessed 'elephants

headstrong as Satan' and had never cared to pay hom-

age either to Subuktipin or Jaipal, came out of the fort

and offered battle. The struggle continued desperately

for three days and the condition of the Muslim army

became critical. But on the fourth day, after the battle

had raged indecisively from morning to noon, a desperate

charge led by Mahmud in person broke the Hindu centre

and Biji Rai fled to the fort with his broken columns.

Mahmud sat down to besiege it. The Rai, 'a prey to

perplexity and fear,' fled from the fort at night, but was

surrounded by a number of Mahmud's soldiers and

escaped an inglorious captivity by pluDging a dagger

into his breast. The city of Bhera and its dependent

territory was annexed to the Ghaznavide empire and

* "This 19 a place of considerable importance on the western

bank of the Indus, about fifteen miles above Attook, on the old

high-road from Lahore to Peshawar, and only tliree marches

from the latter". (£ & D. Vol it, p 4jS).
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Mahmud returned with two hundred and eighty elephants

and other spoils.*

(4) The province of Sindh, conquered by Moham-
mad bin Qasim in the beginning of

(4) First inva- the eighth century, had been con-

sion of Multan verted to the Carmathian heresy

(1004—1005). about a century before Mahmud.
According to the ideas of the ago

'heretics' were as worthy objects of Holy War as
'miT-w.ll.n.QT.;.' Qkn :1.V XT, :,l t_.i: _..i _r 4 u„ tt

Smdh, had kept Subuktigin pleased with occasional

presents but his grandson, Abul Fath Daud, left the

cautious policy of his predecessor. Fearing that the

fall of Bhera would leave Multan open to Mahmud's
attfck, he made an ineffectual Pttempt to come to Biji

Rai's assistance—'an act totally beyond the bounds of
propriety and reason.' Mahmud connived at it for a
time b.<t next year (1005-1006) he marched on a holy
campaign against the Carmathian Daud. Daud in

desperation appealed to Anandpal, son of Jaipal, and
Anandpal made a bold attempt to block Mahmud's
progress. But Mahmud, not unwillling to obtain 'two
paradises', turned aside to fight the Hindu before

he struck at the 'heretic'. Anandpal's officers were
driven back, the Rai himself was pursued over «hill

and dale' up to the Chenab and the path to Multan

*"Behra lies on the west bank of the Jhelumj under the
Salt Range. It bears evident marks of great antiquity, and
has on the opposite aide of the river the extensive ruins of
Burarie, above Ahmadabad, which strike every beholder with
astonishment". (£. & D. Vol. it p. isa).

\
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1-lak Khan's

invasion of Khor-

asan—Battle of

Balkh.

v?as cleared, Daud, who was in no condition ic fight

an open battle, shut himself up in the fort, and after a

siege of seven days promised to recant from his heresy

to the religious law (shariat) of Lhe orthodox and to

pay an annual tribute of 20,000 dirlmms. But the treaty

was hardly concluded when Mfhrnud heard of the

danger threatening his capital end marched back in

desperate haste to protect the home -lands of hi? empire

from the Eastern Turks.

I-lak Khan and Mahmud had made an alliance in

999 A.D. on the basis of an equitable

division of the Samanid kingdom.

But this did not prevent the Khan
from casting longing looks on the

fertile lands on the other side of

the Oxus. In 1004—1005 A.D. when Mahmud was

away at Multan, I-lak Khan found his opportunity.

He overran Khorasan and Balkh, and Arsalan Hajib,

Mahmud's governor of Herat, wa3 forced to withdraw

to Ghaznin. But the simple-minded I-lak had calculat-

ed without the host. Mahmud reappeared at Ghaznin

long before he was expected; his boundless energy

revived the failing courage of his officers; the army
was reorganised with remarkable speed; and Mahmud
faced the invader with a powerful force near Balkh.

The careful way in which Mahmud attended to the

disposition of his columns shows the terror his opponent

inspired. At first the Turkish attack seemed to carry

all before it, but in the end the Ghaznavides, led by

the Sultan in person, succeeded in driving the enemy

away. Mahmud pursued the flying enemy for two

stages, but the severity of the winter made a campaign

in the desolate region of Trans-Oxania impossible,

while an unexpected revolt drew his attention to India

once more.

(5) Bhera was the only territory Mahmud possess-

ed on the eastern side of the Indus.

(5) Sukhpal While returning from Multan he had

(1005). assigned the governorship of Bhera

to Sukhpal (Newasa Shah), a son of

Anandpal who had been converted to Islam. Seeing

Mahmud absorbed in a deadly struggle with the Turks,

Sukhpal returned to the faith of his ancestors and drove

away Mahmud's officers. The Sultan started for Bhera

after the battle of Balkh, but before he could reach the

scene of action, the frontier amirs captured Sukhpal

and brought him captive to the royal camp. He was

forced to give up the 400,000 dirhams he had accumu-

lated and was imprisoned for life.

(6) The strategical importance of Bhera explains the

rebellion of Sukhpal as well as Mah-

(6) Anandpal mud's anxiety to recapture it before

and the Hindu it could be garrisoned by a strong

Indian force. From his footing on

the Jhelum he could strike either

at Multan in the south or at Anand-

pal in the east. Multan was lying

prostrate at his feet but not much

was to be got out of that poor and*harassed kingdom.

The gates of Hindustan were in Anandpal's possession.

Mahmud's relation with that prince were already

Btrained. Anandpal cherished the 'bitterest hatred'

Confederacy

—

Second battle of

Waihind: Nagar-

kot (1008-1009).
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towards tili Mussalmans ever since the capture of bis

son, Sukbpal, at Peshawar (1001-1002). His attempt

to prevent Mahmud's march on Multan had furnished

the latter with a technical cause for declaring war, but

when Mahinud was fighting with his back to the wall

against the Kashghar army, Anandpal sent him a

heroic offer of assistance in a spirit which won the

approbation of the philosopher, Alberuni. "I have

learned," ran Anandpal's letter, "that the Turks have

rebelled against you and are spreading in Khorasan.
7"!

' vr.'i wish ?ha" Ciiffi° <- vmi xr»;+V< ^ oon )<^comDn

10,000 foot soldiers, and 100 elephants, or, if you wish,

I shall send you my son with double the number. In

acting thus, 'I do not speculate on the impression this

will make on you. I have been conquered by you and,

therefore, I do not wish that another man should

conquer you." The impression created by the letter

may, none the less, have had a share in maintaining

peace for the next three years. But so long as Anand-

pal remained strong and independent, a permanent

peace between him and Mahmud was impossible. The
Sultan had as yet only touched the fringe of a conti-

nental country, and the spoils he had obtained were

insignificant. Beyond the Sutlej lay the temples to

which generations of pious Hindus had dedicated their

wealth. It was necessary for Mahmud to strike down
Anandpal, if he was ever to possess himself of the

treasures of the Punjab and the prosperous Trans-

Gangetic plain. Conversely, the Rais of Hindustan

could not fail to recognise the importance of Anandpal

as a buffer between them and the aggressive kingdom
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of Ghaznin. So long as the struggle had been waged
beyond the Indus, they could afford to look on uncon-
cerned and leave the Rai of Lahore to protect his
non-Indian subjects. The arrogance of Biji Rai made
them indifferent to his fate, nor did anyone, save
Anandpal, feel it his duty to come to the help of the
Multan 'heretics.' But now the deluge that 'took no
account of heights and depths' had reached their sacred
frontiers and was threatening to put an end to their
fratricidal warfare, their local independence, and their

The importance of the struggle was well understood
on both sides when'Mahmud marched against Anand-
pal as the end of the rainy season, 1008 AD. Anand-
pal appealed to the other Rais and their response
certainly showed that the national spirit of the country,
though disorganized, was net dead. The rulers of Ujjain'
Gwalior, K*lanjar, Kannauj, Delhi and Ajmere march-
ed to the Punjab with their troops. Help came from
every side. Even 'the infidel Gakkhars' crowded under
Anandpal's banner. A patriotic breeze swept over the
towns and hamlets of Hindustan calling its men to arms.
•Hindu women sold their jewels and sent the money
from distant parts to be used against the Mussalmans '

Their poorer sisters, who had no jewels to sell, worked
feverishly at the 'spinning-wheel or as hired labourers to
be able to send something to the men of the army.'
All that excities a nation to heroic deeds was there"—
the preservation of an ancient and ever-living civilisa-
tion, the sacred temple and the no less sacred hearth
Yet the patriotic spirit of the people was paralysed by
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^cions created by years of civil war; the Bate sre

j ubtful of each other's intentions and their followers
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red their doubts. Anandpal was important enough to
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ke precedence but not strong enough to issue order

a the Indian army was directed by no single com-

<jer on i::e field ofbattle - Bnt discipline reigned

10
me in the camp of the warrior-statesman of

^ViR-r- His troops, more racially heterogenous than

Stotffaia-wob opposed to them, had been welded into

fcy years of continuous campaigning; and unlike

c°e «-•-«.* ^r,wmts. thevknew their master and
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ioandpal marched bravely to Waihind (Und) with

.-largest Indian, army Mahmud was ever destined to

1 The Sultan, whoso extraordinary intuition never

t#edM» false, saw that the Indians would 'fight

?
n,h devotion' and was more cautious than usual. He

a trench on both sides of his camp, and reluctant-with

win the engagement, sat facing the enemy for

**,* days. Eat hourly the strength of the Indian

f°

my increased with new reinforcements, and Mahmud,

*J idlest further delay should enable Anandpal to

&
erpo*er ths Ghaznavide veterans through sheer

°

(

Ve

c6 of numberB, sent forward a thousand archers to

tfioence the engagement. But almost immediately

?L calculations were thrown into disorder by thirty

^Lusaud Gakkhars, 'who with bare heads and feet,

8Sed the trenches in the first attack, broke into the
°r

L, from both sides, and falling on the Muslim

°
valry with desperate courage, cut down man and
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hc-ras, So that in the twinkling of an eye three or four.

thousand Mussalmans had tasted the wine of martyr-

dom.' Mahmud was desperately trying to clear his

camp of the Gakkhars when a whim of the god of
battles decided the struggle in his favour. Anandpal'e

elephant, frightened by the explosions of naphtha, fled

away from the field of battle and the Indian soldiers

concluded this to be a base desertion of their cause by
Lie 'premier king oS Hindustan', A general rout ensued,
fend the Ghaznaviues pursued the flying enemy for
iWO '? ot-c: enrfl mu~ T_J:__ i

-«.uw luuiau lwa.-3Ca YiVIV I.'Oli

more than eight thousand, but the phenomenon oi a
multitudinous army breaking up from sheer lack of
internal cohesion and flying away before an enemy not
strong enough to meet it in the open field was thorough-
ly demoralising. Thus the only national opposition

ever offered tu Mahmud ended in a storm of mutual
recriminations. Henceforth he had no Indian confe-

deracy to fear, and the Rais were nne after another
overpowered and deprived of all their valuables in &
struggle which the superior generalship of the Ghazna-
vide never left La doubt.

Mahmud took advantage of the disorganisation of
his opponents to make a dash for the temple of Nagar*
kot (Kangra), known as the Fort of Bhim, situat-
ed on the top of a bill on the upper Bias.* He had

•"That Nagarkot is the same ae Kot Kangra can admit
of no doubt, for the name Nagarkot is still used. The impas-
sable waters which surround it are the Ban-ganga and the
Biyah (Bias). The town of Bhim, which is a mile from the
fort, is now on a spot 'colled Bhawan. whioh means a temple

{Continued)
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a.^eady penetrated as far as the Chenab and the new

expedition only took him twelve marches further. The

Rajputs of the place had gone to fight at Waihind and

the quickness of RIahmud's movements left them be-

hind. The Brahmans, who alone were there, opened

their gates after a siege of seven days and allowed

Mahmud to visit the fort with a few companions. The

temple contained more wealth than existed in the

treasury of any king and the fine exacted by the Suhan

from the helpless Brahmans was immense—'700,000

gold dinars, /00 rr.aur.ds of gold and silver vessels. 200

maun ds of pure gold, 2,000 maunds of unpurified silver

and 20 maunds of various jewels which had been col-

lected togethei from the time of Bhim.' It was the

Suitc.n
:

s first great find and naturally whetted his

appetite for more.

(7) Anandpal had lost his reputation but not his

power at the second battle of Waihind and the Sultan's

next move (1009-101O) was a de-

(7) Demonstra- monstration rather than a cam-

tion against the paign. He is said to have marched

confederacy (1009- in the direction of Gu]rat, but his

1010). real object was to terrorise Anand-

pal into receding from the brittle

alliance in which his position was already uncomfortable.

The Sultan 'urged his horses over ground, hard and

soft, put to the sword the vagabonds of the country

raised to a Sakti, or female diefcy, and Bhim is probably a

mistake arising from its presumed foundation by the heroic

Bhim". {E. &* D. Vol. ii, p. 44s)- Most medieval temples

were fortified and so were most towns and villages.
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and with delay and circumspection proceeded to
accomplish his design.' The friends of God 'did not
fail of their object after having committed slaughter

in every hill and valley'; for- Anandpal's messengers
waited on the Sultan at Ghaznin with offers of peace and
'their best wishes for his future prosperity.' The Rai's

mind was made up. 'He had witnessed the calamities

which had inflicted ruin on his country and subjects

in consequence of his contests with the Sultan' and
decided to desert the confederacy which had left him
to his fats. Peace was rapidly concluded. Anandpal
promised an annual tribute of thirty elephants end
offered two thousand men for service at the Sultan's
court. The way to the heart of India was now open.
Mahmud could march over the friendly territory of
Anandpal and strike at the Rais beyond.*

Mahmud utilised the summer of 1010 A.D. for bring.

ing some presumptuous inhabit-
^Conquest of Ghor ants of QLor tQ a 8ense of their

insignificance. The Ghorians, ten

thousand in number, dug a trench round their camp
and fought bravely from morning till noon. But the

rjstpjnVhearted hill-men were no match for the greatest

military genius of the age. Mahmud lured the simple'

folks out of their safe position by a, feigned retreat and
annihilated them in. the plain below. Rfohammad bin

*Utbi's account of the campaign is obscure in its geographical
references. The real object, undoubtedly, was to frighten Anand-
pal into an alliance, and this interpretation of Mahmud's intention
harmonises well with the treaty described by Utbi later. The
best, wishes' for the Sultan's 'future prosperity' apparently implied
willingness to allow him to march across the Punjab.
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Suri, one of the chiefs of Ghor, was so "eart-broken that

he sucked a poisoned jewel when bi ought a captive

to Mahmud's court and died immediately. The princes

of Ghor remained subordinate to Ghaznin till the time

of Alauddin Jahansoz.

(8) Next winter (1010-1011) Mahmud marched

against the Kingdom ,'of Multan,
(8) Second inva- whicb had b b iu f

Bion of Multan
.

6
. *

( 1010-1011). y °* lts extinction. The

,
city was captured 'through terror

«~.-l fr»rr>A
J nnri IVTaVnnnd i'ilo.lcf>r? t'lP 'riT-iliocw hv

Biaying a large number of Carniathian 'heretics
1 and

cutting off the hands and feet of many others. Daud

ended his life as a prisoner in a Ghorian fort.

(9) In 1011-1012 Mahmud, who had heard that

Thaneswar, owing to ' its idol,

(9) Thaneswar Chakrasvamin, was as holy in the

' ' '* eyes of the Hindus as Mecca in the

eyes of the Mussalmans, marched thithur for the treasures

a place so ancient was sure to possess.* Anandpal

in consonance with his treaty, provided all the 'requisi-

tes of hospitality' by ordering his merchants and

shopkeepers to look after the needs cf the commissariat

and his brother accompanied the Sultan with two thou-

sand men. Mahmud refrained from injuring the

*Utbi place3 the Thaneswar campaign affc'er the- Nardin

(Ninduna) expedition, and Elliot follows him in the error. This

is dearly wrong. The Thaneswar campaign -was undertaken dur-

ing the life of Anandpal; consequently, the Kinduna campaign,

which was directed against his son, Trilocanpal, could not have

preceded it. Ferishta adheres to the correct order.

Kai's territory but refused his suggestion that an
indemnity and a yearly tribute should be accepted
from the people of Thaneswar, because 'my royal wish
is to remove the practice of idolatory totally from all

the lands of Hindustan.' "Too "late in the day, the Rai
of Thaneswar reflected on the necessity of an Indian
confederacy. "If we do not raise a dam to keep off
this deluge," he wrote to his brother Rais, "it will soon
spread ever the whole plain and submerge all kingdoms,
great and small." This was true enough. But Mahmud
reached Thaneswar hp.fnTP tht* niuman tM.«i,;n.*.. _r _

confederacy could stir- and the Rai fled in despair.
Mahmud collected the treasures and broke the idols of
the undefended city at leisure.* He wished to march
further east, but as such a movement would have left
him entirely at Anandpal's mercy, he accepted the
advice of his officers and turned back with a fabulous
number of 'servants and slaves.' Mahmud's army,

.

like the army of most Asiatic conquerors, was essentially \
a cosmopolitan institution, kept intact by its espirit de
corps and loyalty to its master's person. Mahmud took
good military men into his service wherever he found
them. Indians, who were, of course, non-Muslims, were
freely enrolled, and at a later stage were formed into a
separate regiment commanded by a Hindu general, who
enjoyed a very high status among his fellow-officers.

In 1012-1013 Mahmud's officers conquered Gharjis-
tan, and the Sultan compelled the Caliph, Al Qadir

*The Chakrasvamin was a bronze image of Vishnu, whioh
held the weapon, Chakra, in one of its hands. It was taken to
Ghaznin and thrown into the hippodrome of the city (Alberurti).
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Billah, to hand over to him those difl-

Mahmud and
tricts f Khorasan which were still in

the Caliph.
hig handg> Bufc the Caliph stoutly

refused Mahmud 's further demand that he should be

given Samarkand also. "I will do no such thing," ho

replied,
<:and if you take possession of Samarkand

without my permission, I will disgrace you before the

whole world." Mahmud was furious. '-'Do you wish

me to come to the capital of the Caliphate with a

thousand elephants," he threatened the Caliph's

ambassador "in order to lay it waste and bring its

earth on the backs of my elephants to Ghaznin ?" But

the policy of plundering the centres of Muslim and

Hindu civilisations simultaneously was too bold eren

for Muhinud, and he had to apologise humbly to the

power which even in its hour of weakness could have

shattered the moral foundations of the Ghaznavide

kingdom. But none the less he established his power

over Samarkand.

(10) Meanwhile Anandpai's death had upset

Mahmud's calculations in India.

(10) Trilocanpal -p^ new Ra{i
Trilocanpal, unlike his

and Bhimpal—
wag^ inclined XOViaTd s the

Nxnduna (1013-
. ,

1014). Mussalmans, but he seems to have

been a weak man and the direction

of affairs came into the hands of his son, known

to contemporaries as 'Nidar' (Fearless) Bhim, who

stoutly reversed the policy of his grandfather and put

an end to the Ghaznavide alliance. Mahmud was once

more forced to fight the kingdom of Lahore in order

to keep the road to Hindustan open. He started from

Ghaznin in the autumn of 1013 but snow began to fall
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before he reached the Indian frontier, and it was found

necessary to go into winter-quarters. With the spring

the Ghaznavides moved forward once more, 'ascending

the hills like mountain-goats and descending them like

torrents of water.' Nidar Bhim fortified himself in

the Margala Pass,* which was narrow, precipitous

and steep, but on the arrival of his vassals he came

down and offered battle. The Ghaznavides won after a

severe contest. Bhim threw a garrison into the fort

of Ninduna on the hill of Balanath and fled to the

Pass of Kashmir. Mahmud, who now seems to have

made up his mind to aiinex the Punjab, reduced

Ninduna, and after placing a garrison in it, pushed on

in pursuit of Bhim. But the elusive hero could not

be captured and the Sultan turned back from the foot

o** the Kashmir hills.

(11) Next year (1015-1016) the Sultan again

attempted to force his way through
(11) The Kashmir the Kashmir Pass. But the for-

Pass-Lohkot. 1015- ... ....
lnie tress oi JLohkot aenea all nis

efforts. Reinforcements reached

the garrison from Kashmir ; snow began to fall ; and

for the first time Mahmud retired discomfited from

before an Indian fort. W'lile retreating he lost a large

*"The action which preceded the capture of Ninduna

appears to have been fought at the Margala Pass, which answers

r.-ell to the description given of it by Utbi. The hill of Balanath

ia a conspicuous mountain over-hanging the Jhelum and now
generally called Tilla, which means a hill. It is still occasionally

called Balanath, and there is a famous jogi establishment on its

highest summit, of great repute and resorted to by membera of

that fraternity from the most distant parts of India." (£ & D).
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number of his men in the floods of the Jhelum, extricat-

ed himself with difficulty from the watery peril, and
returned to Ghaznin 'without having achieved any-
thing.'

This failure in the east was compensated by an

. ,. c acquisition in the north. Mahmud's
Annexation of .

Khwarazm (1016). s 'ster had been married to Abul

Abbas Mamun, the ruler of Khwa-
razm. But the bride had hardly been in her new home
r~_ _ . 1 a l..ilux a/ Yc-ui, \>jj^"ii auui

Mahmud marched forth to revenge his brother-in-law's

death, defeated the rebel army before the famous

fortress of Hazar Asp and appointed hh general,

Altuulash, governor of the newly conquered territory

with the title of 'Khwarazm Shah.'

(12) Towards the end of the, rainy season, 1018,

Mahmud at last started on that

(12) The Doab expedition to +he Trans-Gangetio
(1U18-1019). Bar ,. f r- ,. , , , u j
ran & Mahaban. Plam of which he had beeu breaming

for years. His regular army of one

hundred thousand was strengthened by twenty thousand

volunteers from Khorasan and Turkestan. The omens

were favourable. The Hindu confederacy had dis-

appeared and none of the Rais was strong enough to

oppose Mahmud single-handed. He had established a

reputation for generalship, which none could question,

and everyone knew that his methods were thorough.

Trilocanpal and Nidar Bhim, though still eluding their

pursuers, were driven beyond the Punjab, while Sangram,

Bai of Kashmir, made peace with the Sultan and led

the van of the invading troops. The Ghaznavidea
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marched through forests in which 'even winds lose their

way,' forded the five rivers of the Punjab, and crossing

the Jamna on December 2nd, moved against Barran

(Bulandshahr) 'like the waves of the sea.' But Rai
Hardat solved the problem by coming out of his city

with ten thousand men who, either from policy or

conviction, proclaimed 'their anxiety for conversion and
their rejection of idols'.* This 'conversion' saved the

citizens and Mahmud marched down the Jamna to

Mahaban. Its ruler, Rai Kulchand, who had established

a reputation for invincibility in local warfare, drew up
his army in the midst of a thick forest. But Mahmud
penetrated the forest 'like a comb through a head of
hair' and scattered the Mahaban army. Many of the

fugitives were drowned in the attempt to cross the

Jamna, and the valiant Kulchand escaped the disgrace

of captivity by slaying his wife and son and then
plunging the dagger into his own breast.

On the other side of the Jamna lay the ancient

and famous city of Mathura, the

Mathura. birth-place of Krishna-Basdeo. 'The

wall of the city was constructed of

hard stone, and the two gates, which opened upon the

river flowing under the city, were erected on strong
and lofty foundations to protect them against the

floods of the river and rains. On both sides of the river

*Nizamuddin and Ferishta by mistake attribute this con-
version to the Rci of Kannauj, and they also mention Kannauj as
the Srst city attacked by Mahmud. They have also confused the
line of Mahmud's march and make him cross and recross the
Jumna many times over. I have followed Utbi's contemporary ac-

countwhioh is free from the geographical blunders of later writers.
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there were a thousand houses, to which idol temples

were attached, all strengthened from top to bottom by
rivets of iron, and all made of masonary work, and
opposite to them were other buildings, supported on
broad wooden pillars to give them strength. In the

middle of the city there was a temple larger and firmer

than the rest, which can neither be described nor

painted; the inhabitants said it had been built not bv

men but by genii.' 'In population and splendid edifices

the city of Mathura was unrivalled; the human tongue

cannot describe the wonderful things it contained.'

But no attempt was made to defend this inimitable

monument of Hindu art when Mahmud crossed the

Jamna, and the inhabitants, anxious to save theL

skins, left him to work havoc with their sacred inheri-

tance. 'The Sultan gave orders that all the temples

should be burnt with naphtha and fire and levelled

with the ground.' Envv rather than fanaticism seems

to have been the predominant motive in Mahmud's
artistic mind. "In this city," he wrote to the nobles

of Ghaznin in praise of what his vandalism had destroy-

ed, "there are a thousand towering palaces, most of

them constructed of huge 6tones. The temples are

more than can be counted. Anyone wishing to con-

struct the like will have tc spend a hundred thousand

thousand dinars and employ the most skilled workmen

for two hundred years." As a financial venture the

expedition succeeded beyond all expectations— 98,300

misqals of gold were obtained from idols of that metal;

the silver idols, two hundred in number, could not be

weighed 'without being broken and put into Boales'

;
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two rubies valued at 5,000 dinars, a sapphire weighing

450 misqals, and in addition such other spoils as a rich

and prosperous city cou'd not fail to yield. A few

miles from Mathura, is the historic town of Brindaban,
where seven proud forts raised their heads to the sky

by the riverside. The owner of the forts fled at Mah-
mud's approach and he took from them all that they

contained.*

The Sultan then left behind him the greater part

of his army, which was ton \nrcp

Kannauj, Asni for the rapid movements he desired,

and Sharwa. and proceeded against Kannauj with

v his best veterans. This ancient city

had risen to prominence as the capital of Harshaver-
dhana; it was defended by seven forts washed by the

Ganges and contained about teu thousand temples,

great and small. The Rais of Kannauj had not been
slow in helping Jaipal and Anandpal against the aggres-

sion of Ghaznin. but the reigning prince, Bajyapala.f

fled away at Mahmud's approach. Most of the

*The situation of Mathura by the side of the Jamna is

charming beyond description, and walking by the river-side on a
summer evening under the guidance of its leading citizen, Pandit
B.adha Krishna, I cculd just have a dream cf what the place
raight have been in the days of its glory. The road to Brindaban,
no famous in the legend of Lord Krishna, still retains its poetic

associations. Even to-day a visitor, w ;fh eyes that can see, will

find much to captivate him in the work of later artists—and
the landscape is as beautiful as it was in the days of the

Mahabharata. f A misqal =1- drams. )

jUtbi calls him Rai Jaipal, which is equivalent to Rajyapala,

but he is not to he identified with Rai Jaipal of Lahore who
(Continued)
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citizens followed the example of their Rai, and Kannauj

repeated the story of Mathura. Mahmud captured the

seven forts in a single day and plundered the un-

defended city. Further down the Ganges, near the

modern FateHpur, was Rai Chandal Bhor's fort of Asni.

Chandal Bhor. who had been busy in fighting the Rai

of Katmauj, also fled and Asni was plundered. Then

proceeding southwards Mahmud came across the forb

ofMunj* (Vujhavan) the garrison of which, 'inde-

pendent as head-strong camels,' fought like 'obstinate

solans,' and when all hope had disappeared, threw their

women and children into the fire and died fighting to

the last man. The next objective was Chand Rai of

Sharwat, who hod been harass ; ng the unfortunate
had been dead for years. Eat further on Ufcbi speaks of Pur-i

JaipaPs war with Chand Rai. Pur-i Jaipal is not Anandpal but
Triloc^npal, whom Alberuni calls Tarojanpal, for which Pur-i

Jaipal (JaipaPs son) is a natural misreading. Much con-

fusion has, however, been caused by later historians. Feridhta

gives the name ofKorah to the Rai of Kannauj. V.A.Smith
transfers the name of Trilocanpal to RajyapaPs son. It is

useless to mention what a mess of names and places other

scholars have been responsible for. But the list of the Hindu
Shahi dynasty given by Alberuni, and enumerated in a foregoing

note, settles the question definitely. The other difficulties will

be removed if the "Pur-i Jaipal' ofUtbiis read as Trilocanpal,

and not as JaipaPs son.

*Utbi calls Munj 'the fort of Brahmans' and places it

before the capture of Asni. This seems highly improbable
as Mahmud would come across the fort only when marching
against Sharwa. Utbi would seom to take him to Bundelkhand
twice.

f 'Either Seunra on the Ken between Kalanjar and
Bands, or Sriwagarh, on the Pahonj, not far from Kunch*
(E. <Sf D, Vol. it. p. 6jg).
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Trilocanpal of Lahore in the east while Mahmud had
been pressing him so hard on the other side. To prevent
this suicidal strife, Trilocanpal had even sought his

enemy's daughter in marriage for his son, but Nidar
Bhim was imprisoned by his father-in-law when he
went to bring his bride and the strife continued. As
Mahmud marched eastwards, Trilocanpal fled before

him and found a refuge with Chandal Bhor of Asni.

Common misfortunes at last created some sympathy
between the dynasties of Lahore and Sharwa and
Nidar Bhim, who seems to have regained his freedom,
sent Chand Rai a piece of friendly advice. "Sultan
Mahmud is not like the rulers of Hind. He is not a
leader of black men. Armies fly away before the very
name of him and his father. 1 regard his bridle as
much stronger than yours, for he never contents, him-
self with one blow of the sword, nor does his army
content itself with one hill out of a whole range. If

you wish for your own safety, you will remain in con-
cealment." The suggestion was adopted. Chand Rai
fled to the hills with his elephants and treasures. But
Mahmud captured Sharwa and then hastened after the
flying Rai, whom he managed to discover and defeat
on the night of January 6, 1019. The campaign beyond
Kannauj had not taken more than seventeen days,
when Mahmud turned back with Chand Rai's much
coveted elephants.

Mahmud's exploits could not fail to captivate the
imagination of his co-religionists. Neither Alexander,
the Great, nor the heroes of the Shah Namah had any-
thing so romantic to their credit. A mysterious wonder- •

_
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land had been explored. Beyond the thick and impenetr-

able frontier forest, beyond the five great rivers of

the Punjab, the muizzins call to prayer had resounded

over many a desolate wilderness and amidst the con-

flagrations of many a hamlet and town. The success

was duly celebrated. The Caliph summoned a special

durbar to receive Mahmud's message of victory. Ac-

count:; of the expedition were read out from the pulpits.

and picas Mussalmans fondly imagined that 'what the

Companions of the Blessed Prophet had done in Arabia,

Persia, Syria and Iraq, Mahmud has achieved in Hindus-

tan'. Nothing could have been farther from the

truth. He had rolled in immense riches but had only dis-

gusted the Indians with his faith. The plundered people

were not likely to think well of Islam when it came to

i,hem in the shape of the Ghazuavide conqueror and left

behind it an everlasting story of plundered temples,

desolated cities and trampled crops. As a faith Islam

had been morally disgraced, not elevated, by the Ghaz-

navide's achievement. The booty umounted to 3,000,000

duliams. "The number of prisoners may be conceived

from the fact that each ofthem was sold for two to three

dirhams. These were afterwards taken to Ghaznin and

merchants came from distant cities to purchase them,

so that the. countries of Mawarun Nahr, Iraq and

Khorasan were filled with them, and the fair and the

dark, the rich and the poor, were commingled in one

common slavery." It was perhaps the remembrance of

Mathura which led Mahmud to build a Juma mosque

and a college at Ghaznin after his return. The amirs

followed his example and Ghaznin was soon adorned

with palatial buildings.
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(13) Two distant storm-centres still troubled

Mahmud's mind. Trilocanpal and

(13)Trilocanpal his son, Nidar Bhim, had been

and Nanda—the defeated but not crushed and were

Rahib (1019-1020). still in the Doab. In Bundelkhand

Rai Nanda* of Kalonjar had also

adopted a hostile attitude. After Mahmud's with-

drawal from tne country, he bad marched with the

Rai of Gwaiior against Pajyapala, and either as a

punishment for the latter's cowardly attitude towards

Mahmud. or on account of some other forgotten grievance,

had put him to death. An alliance between Trilocanpal and

Nanda was natural. But it was not Mahmud's principle

to let the grass grow under his feet. He determined to

crush the possibility of another Hindu confederacy, and

in the winter of 1019-20 he again crossed 'the five and

the two rivers.' Trilocanpal withdrew beyond the lower

Rahib (Ramganga), but Mahmud's officers forced their

passage across the river by swimming.on inflated skins

(mashaku), and after scattering Trilocanpal's army,

plundered the newly built town of Bari,f which

Rajyapala had built after the destruction ofKannauj.

»V. A. Smith calls him 'Genda.'

{ 'Kanoj lies to the west of the Ganges, a very large town,

but most of it is now in ruins since the capital has been trans-

ferred thence to the city of Bari, east cf the Ganges. Between

the two towns is a distance of three to four day's marches.'

{Alberuni, vol. i. p. 199). The battle must have taken place not

far from where the Ramganga falls into the Ganges. V. A.

Smith's identification of the defeated prince with the eon of

Rajyapal is a mistake. Utbi's account leaves no doubt that

Trilocanpal, son of Anandpal, is meant.
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"Whether t>r help Trilocanpal, o with the intention of

fighting the invader single-handed, Nanda had already

started from Kalanjar with 36,000 horse, 40,000 or

50,000 foot and 640 elephants. The Sultan also moved

forward. It is difficult to say where the two met,

but on surveying the enemy troops from an emi-

nence, the Sultan regretted the dangerous expedition he

had undertaken. The Rai was even more afraid, for that

very night a great terror took possession of his mind,

and he left all his baggage and fled. Mahmud, after

making sure that the Hindus had not attempted an

ambush, plundered the deserted camp. Five hundred

and eighty elephants, in addition to the two hundred

and seventy obtained from Trilocanpal, fell into his

hands. But the Punjab was still unsubdued. Mah mud's

position in a far off territory with the armies of Nanda

yet undefeated was extremely critical, and afraid le3b

his retreat should be cut off, he marched back rapidly

to Ghaznin.

(14) The conquest of India was not Mahmud's aim.

Nevertheless the Doab campaigns

(14) Annexa- had brought him far from his base,

tionof the Punjab and he saw that if his armies were

(1021— 1022). to penetrate to such distant terri-

tories as Bundelkhand, he must at

least have the Punjab under his complete control. In

1021 he started from Ghaznin with 'a large number of

carpenters, blacksmiths and stone- cutters' with the definite

intention of establishing a regular government over the

) Punjab. The first objective were the frontier tribes of

Swat, Bajaur and Kafiristan, who had 'not yet put the
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yoke of Islam round their necks' and worshipped the
Buddha in the form of the lion (Sakya Sinha). The
inhabitants were subdued and converted, and a fort was
built in their territory.* Marching further, Mahmud
repeated his former attempt, and tasted again the
bitterness of his former failure, at the foot of Lohkot,
the impregnable fortress of the Kashmir Pass. But the
Punjab was cleared and Mahmud forsook phundering and
established a regular administration. A reliable governor
was placed at Lahore, the rest of the province was
assigned to various officers and garrisons were established
at important points. Trilocanpal had died soon after the
battle of the Rahib

; Nidar Bhim fled to the Rai of
^

Ajmere and died in 1026. With him the House of Kallur
came to an end. A contemporary Muslim scholar, un-
touched by the passions and prejudices of those around
him, supplied a befitting epitaph to the dynasty that
had ended with such a hero: '-They were men of noble
sentiment and noble bearing. In all their grandeur, they
never slackened in the desire of doing what is good and
right, "f

The Persian chronicles speak of Qirat and Nardin (orNur)
which Elliot, on the authority of Alberuni, identifies with
the Nur and Kira rivers that fall into the river Kabul.
Doubtless the frontier tribes are meant. Plenty of Euddhist remams survive to explain the worship of lions (£. and />. vol ii

444). "On breaking a great temple situated there, the ornamented
figure of a lion came out of it, which according to the belief of
the. Hindus was four thousand years old." (Ferhhta). The
carpenters, blacksmiths and stone-cutters were brought for the
construction of forts at strategic points on the frontier and
in the Punjab.

\Aa$rtmit Vol. II, /. Sf,
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(15) Nest year (1022-1023) Mahmud once more

marched by way of Lahore against

(15) Gwalior Nanda. But he had taken all that

and Kalanjar was best from the lands in the direc-

(1022-1023). tion cf his march, and was not incli-

ned to push matters to extremes.

Gwalior was invested, but the Rai obtained peace by a

present of thirty-five elephants. Even Nanda, when

besieged in Kalanjar, found the Sultan reasonable. A

present of three hundred elephants, whom the Rai

turned unceremoniously out of the fort for the Turks

to 'capture and ride on', served to create good will,

which was further strengthened by some Hindi verses

written by the Rai in the Sultan's praise. All the schol-

ars of Hind Persia and Arabia present in Mahmud's

camp applauded Nanda's composition, and Mahmud

sent him an order (firman) confirming him in the possess-

ion of his fifteen forts. Nanda acknowledged the favour

by a present of money and costly jewels, and the Sultan

turned back from the most eastern point he was ever

destined to reach.

On returning to Ghaznin, the Sultan held a muBter

of his forces. Apart from the troops

Mahmud in Trans- stationed in the provinces, the royal

Oxania (1023). army at Ghaznin amounted to

54,000 horse and 1,300 elephants,*

and with this he crossed the Oxus and proceeded to

overawe the chiefs of Trans-Oxania. Ali Tigin, the

recalcitrant ruler of Samarkand, was brought in chains

*The total number of elephants possessed by Mahmud ia

said to have been 2,500.

before the Sultan and sen' is a prisoner to India. The
smaller chiefs crowded to offer their allegiance. Even
Yusuf Qadr Khan, brother of the late I-Lak Khan,*
came to meet him and requested him to transport the

Seljuqs across the Oxus to Khorasan. This body of

pastoral and barbaric Turkomans,
The .Seljuqs. destined to an unexpected but not

undeserved greatness, had long been
a source of trouble to its neighbours. During the reign

of the Samanid kings they had migrated from Turke-
stan, and crossing the Jaxartes, had Fettled at Nur in

Bukhara from where they used to migrate annually to

Darghan in Khwarazm. Their leader, Israel son of Seljuq,

the chief after whom the tribe came to be named, was a
perpetual terror to the Maliks of Turkestan and Trans-

Oxania. "He was wont to enter the chase or the conflict

like a whirl wiud and a thunder-cloud and vanquished

every one who ventured into a personal contest with him.

Not a bird in the air and not a deer in the forest escaped

his arrow."f Like others, he came riding at the

head of his Turkomans to offer his allegiance to Mah-
mud, 'with a cap placed jauntily on one side of his

head and bestriding a horse like the spur of a mountain.'

The astute Sultan looked suspiciously at the ambitious

*'I-Lak Khan' was the title of the Khans ef Kashghar.
Mir Khond, Ferishta and Hamdulmn Mustawfi greatly differ in
their account of Qadr Khan; the Eahatus Sudur of Mohammad
Ibn-i Ali Ibn-i Sulaimanur Rawandi (edited by Dr. M. Iqbal)

calls him I-Lak Khan. The question is of the remotest interest to

the student of Indian history. It will be remembered that the

Caliph had refused to transfer Samarkand to Mahmud.

| Tabaqat-i Nasiri.
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side of which the earthly body of Lord Krishna had
f

breathed its last.*

"The people of Hind," says Ferishta (following

Ibn-i Asir) "believed that souls after

The temple of separating from their bodies came

Somnath.
tQ gomnath, and the god assigned

to each soul, by way of transmigration, such new body

as it deserved. They thought that the tides rose and fell

in order to worship the idol. The Brahmans said that

as the god was angry with the idols Mahinud had

v i-«„ ho A\A not r.ome to their helo ; otherwise he

could destroy anyone he wanted in tne twinkling of

an eye. Somnath was the king, while other idols were

merely his door-keepers and chamberlains. A hundred

thousand people used to collect together in tho temple

at the time of the solar and lunar eclipses. Presents

came to it- from distant parts. The princes of Hindustan

had endowed it with about ten thousand villages.f A

thousand Brahmans worshipped the idol continuously
;

and every night it was washed with fresh water from

the Ganges, although the Ganges is six hundred karohi

from there4 A chain of gold, weighing two hundred
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*The Somnath expedition is not described by Utbi, whoso

chronicle closes aftev the defeat of Trilncanpal on the Rahib.

The earliest authority seems to be the Kamilut Tawarikh of the

Arab historian, Ibn-i Asir. Ferishta gives a detailed account, but

he has included later accretions which require a critical examina-

tion.

T I have corrected the figures in this paragraph from

Ibn-i Asir.

J Alberuni Bays they also brought a basket of flowers froa

Kashmir.

mans, with bells fastened to it, was hung in a corner
of the temple

; it was shaken at the appointed hours
to inform the Brahmans that the time for prayer had
arrived. Five hundred singing and dancing girls and
two hundred musicians were in the service of the
temple, and all their requisites were provided out of
the endowments and offerings. Three hundred barbers
were employed to shave the heads and beards of the
pilgrims. Many Rajas of Hindustan dedicated their

daughters to Somnath and sent them there. The
temple was a spacious edifice and its roof was supported
by fifty-six ornamented columns. The idol was cut
out of stone

; it was five yards long, of which two yards
were below, and three above, the ground. The Tarihh-i
Zainul Ma-asir says that the inner chamber of the
temple, in which the idol was placed, was dark, the
requisite light being supplied by the rays of fine Jems
attached to the hanging lamps".*

*The legend to which Somnath owed its origin is
thus described by Alberuni: "The Moon being married to the
daughters (lunar stations) of Prajapati preferred ono of
them, Rohini, -to all others, and Prajapati, unable to induce
bis son-in-law to do justice to all his wives, cursed him so
that he became leprous. The Moon repented, but Prajapati's
curse was beyond recall.' He, however, promised to cove- the
Moon's shame for half the monoh and advised him to raise a
linga of Mahadeo to wipe off the trace of his sin. "This the Moon
did. The linga he raised was the idol of Somnath, for soma
means -moon' and nath means 'master' so that the whole
word means the master of the moon. The image was destroyed by
Prmce Mahmud in 416 a.h. He ordered the upper part to be
broken and the remainder to be transported to his residence
Ghaznin, with all its coverings and trappings of gold, jewels and

{Continued).
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The Somnath expedition is the one by which

Mahmud is most remembered. It

The march through waB the finest achievement of his

JPU a '

military genius. His marches into

Hindustan hitherto had been through a fertile territory

and he was never in danger of starvation. In moving

southwards Mahmud for the first and last time threw

his caution aside, defied the inclemencies of nature

as well as the spears of his opponents and ventured

into a territory where the slightest mishap would have

meant complete ruin. Multan was reached by the

middle of Ramazan (November) and Mahmud made

careful preparations for crossing the extensive desert

of Raiputana. Every man in the army was ordered

to carry enough water and corn for several days, and

thirty thousand camels were loaded as a further pre-

caution. The Rai of Ajmere fled at the approach of the

invader. Mahmud plundered the city but refused to

delay his march by investing the fort. A general par.io

embroidered garments. Part of it has been thrown into the

hippodrome of the town, together -with the Chakrasvamin, an idol

of bronze, that had been brought from Thanes.var. Another

part of the idol of Somnath lies before the door of the mosque of

Ghaznin, on which people rub their feet to clean them from dirt

and wet. The reason why Somnath, in particular, has become

eo famous is that it was a harbour for sea-faring people. The for-

tress which contained the idol and its treasures was not ancient

but was built only a hundred years ago." The original position

of the idol was three miles from tne mouth of the Saraswati at

a spot which was uncovered when the tide receded ; hence the

legend of the Moon worshipping the linga. Later on, the temple

was built at a bow-ahot from the mouth of the river. (Alieruni,

Vol. a, p. ioj)
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seems to have deprived the garrisons on the line of h£
advance of all power of resistance. Even Anhilwara,
the capital of Gujrat, was left undefended, and Mahmud
after taking from the city the provisions he required,
moved down the Saraswati and reached the famous
temple in the second week of January. 'The fort of
Somnath raised its towers to the sky ; the waves of
the sea washed its feet.' The Hindus had cilmbed the
ramparts to witness the arrival of the besisgers. "Our
god, Somnath," they shouted to the Mussahnans, "has
brought you here to destroy you at one blow for the
idols you have broken in Hindustan."

Next morning, which was Friday, the struggle

Battle of Somnath.
commenced

-
The Ghaznavides

succeeded in scaling the city-
walls and the Hindus made a desperate attempt to
dislodge them. But night came on before the battle
on the rampaits could end and the besiegers withdrew
to their camp. On Saturday Mahmud captured the
ramparts and entered Lhe city. The Hindus, driven
out of their houses, collected round the temple for a
last despairing struggle. Band after band prayed
fervently to the idol, and after bidding it farewell hi
'sorrow and tears,' sallied forth to fight. 'A dreadful
slaughter followed at the gate of the temple and few
were left alive.' But once more the darkness of night
stopped Mahmud's hand, while the intervention of a
new factor reminded him of the fickleness of fate.

The Sultan's march had been too rapid to allow
the Rais of Gujrat to collect their forces for the defence
of the temple. But the desperate resistance of the

A
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besieged gave them the time required ; their clumsy

military machine began to work with feverish haste
;

and on the morning of the third day Mahmud found

his camp being encircled by an Indian force sent by

the neighbouring Rais for the relief of the garrison.

Mahmnd left a. part of his army to continue the siege

and advanced to meet the new-comers with the rest.

'Both sides fought with indescribable courage and

valour, and the field of battle was set aflame with their

anger and their hate.' But the Indian army was

constantly strengthened by new reinforcements and

the GHaznavides were brought to the verge of an

irretrievable disaster. Mahmud's position was extremely

critical. Defeat wou'd have meant annihilation, and

further delay would have entailed defeat. So after a

fervent prayer to the Almighty with the cloak of

Shaikh Abul Ha9an Kharqani in his hands, he led his

army to a last attack, and with the good fortune that

never permanently deserted him, succeeded in breaking

the enemy ranks. The defeat of the relieving force

decided the fate of Somnath, and the garrison, overcome

by panic and fear, offered no further resistance.

Mahmud entered the temple and possessed himself

of its fabulous wealth. 'Not a hundredth part of the

gold and precious stones he obtained from Somnath

were to be found in the treasury of any king of Hindus-

tan.' Later historians have related how Mahmud

refused the enormous ransom offered by the Brahmans,

and preferred the title of 'Idol-breaker' (But-shikan) to

that of 'Idol-seller' {But-farosh). He struck the idol with

his mace and his piety was instantly rewarded by the
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Mahmud at Anhil-

wara.

precious stones that came out of its belly. This is

an impossible story.* Apart from the fact that it lacks

all contemporary confirmation, the Somnath idol was
a solid unsculptured livga, not a statue, and stone could
not have come out of its belly. That the idol was broken
is unfortunately true enough, but the offer of the Brah-
mans, and Mahmud's rejection of the offer, is a fable

of later days.

From Somnath Mahmud advanced against Param
Deo. Rai of Anhilwara who sppms

to have been mainly responsible

for the relieving force that, had
pushed the Ghaznavides so hard. The Rai took refuge

in the fort of Khandah, forty farsakhs from Somnath,

which was sunoundtd by the sea. But when Mabmud
forded the sea at low tide-, the Rai fled away, leaving

the fort and its treasures to the Sultan. On returning

to Anhilwp.ra, Mahmud for the first and last time seems
to have harboured the desire of establishing himself in

India. He wanted to make Anhilwara his capital,

while assigning Ghaznin to Masud. The climate of

Gujrat, 'the beauty of its inhabitants, its alluring

gardens, flowing rivers and productive soil,' attracted

him ; and his cupidity was further excited by the

treasures to be obtained from Southern India and tho

islands beyond the sea. But his officers would have

none of it. "To leave the country of Khorasan," they

*It is not found in the Kamilut Tawarikh. The earliest

authority seems to have been the Tarikh-i Alf., written siz

hundred years after -Mahmud. The story could have been in-

vented (and believed) only by those who were ignorant of th©

true structure of the Somnath idol.
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protested, "for which we have sacrificed the finest of

gems— our own lives—.and to make Gujrat our capital,

is far from political wisdom." Mahmud had to yield.

He assigned the governorship of Gujrat to Dabshilim

(Devasarum), an ascetic of Somnath, and started for

Ghaznin. Dabshilim loyally sent the tribute due to

the Sultan for some time, but his power failed to take

root and he was overthrown by his eremies.*

The Rais of Eajputana, who had been taken

unawares by Mahmud's march through their country,

now prepared to contest his return. But the Sultan's

army was loaded with spoils. He had no stomach for

campaigns in a wilderness where nothing was to be

had save hard blows and preferred to march to Mult an

through the Sindh desert. Even this route was full of

dangers. First a Hindu dovotee of Somnath undertook

to guide the army, and after leading it for a day

and a night confessed that he had intentionally led

it on a path where no vater could be found.

Mahmud slew the guide and a 'mysterious light' that

appeared in the horizon in response to his prayers led

the Mussalmans to fre^h water. Then after crossing the

desert, the army was harassed by the Jats. But in spite

of many hardships, it succeeded in reaching Ghaznin.

(17) Mahmud's last invasion (1027) was intended

to punish the Jats, who had so

(J
7

)
The Jats wantonly insulted his army while

returning from Somnath. He con-

structed a flotilla of fourteen hundred boats at Multan,

*Ferishta'e detailed account of the two DabshilLms eeercs

to have no better foundation than the Anwar-i Svhaili. It is

diMcult to say what Wemeat of truth it contains.

and placing twenty men armed with bows, arrows and
flasks of naphtha in every boat, proceeded against the

recalcitrant tribe. The Jats collected together four

thousand boats and offered a stout resistance ; but they

were defeated in the naval battle owing to the superior

construction of the Sultan's boats, which had been

provided with one pointed iron spike in front and one

on each side, and the havoc wrought by the explosions

of naphtha. Many of the Oats were drowned and
their families, which they had removed to the islands

of the Indus for safe!}-, were captured.

The Sultan's remaining years were exclusively

absorbed in western affairs. The

rasSLyf 3e,juq troub,e in'reased da* b
> d*y-

His generals w«re unable to subdue
them and appealed to him to come in person. He did

so. The Seljuqs were defeated and dispersed, but their

pastoral bands parted only to unite again. Meanwhile
his officers h^d overthrown the Buwaihid kingdom of
Hay and the Sultan marched thither to establish his

government over the newly conquered territory. His
hand fell heavily on the 'heretics' and Carmathians

who had multiplied under the protection of that Shia

dynasty, and every one against whom heresy could be

proved was put to death. But the Sultan's days were

numbered, and the first symploms of phthisis (sil) had
already appeared when in the autumn of 1029 he

assigned the government of Isfahen and Ray to

Masud and returned to Balkh. Here his condition

grew worse, though 'he bore up bravely before the eyes

of the people'. In the spring he moved to Ghaznin,
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The last campaign.

where on the 30th April, 1030 A.D. after forty years

of ceaseless activit}' he was called back to the land of

everlasting rest at the age of sixty-three.

"The world grips hard on the hard-striving,"

Hafiz has said
;
and tradition will

have us believe that two days before

his death the great Sultan, unable to reconcile himself

to the loss of a world that, was slipping out of his grasp,

ordered the precious stones of his treasury to be brought

and displayed in the court-yard of his palace. He
gazed at them yearnh £ly and with weeping eyes

ordered them to bo locked up again, without finding it

in bis heart to give anything in charity. Next day he

got into his litter and reviewed his horses, elephants

and camels, and still more overcome, burst into loud and

helpless sobs.* But it would be unbecoming to pause

over -the last moments of a strong and powerful mind.

Perhaps the slow and wasting disease had so bereft him

of his strength, that at the door of death he was no

longer able to hold over his face the veil with which he

was wont to conceal his human frailties ' Perhaps his

rationalistic mind, too critical for the commonplace
orthodoxy of the day and not profound enough for the

deeper convictions of the philosopher and the mystic,

trembled at the mysterious land before him as he saw

it approaching nearer hour by hour, and he was unable

*1 his account is found in Ferishta, who says that Mahmud
died with 'much reluctance and regret,' and all later historians
repeat the incident. Its origin is hard to discover. It may
have been taken from the lost portions of BaihakL There is

nothing improbable in the story. Consumptive diseases have
Euch effects.

" reer of Sultan Mahmud §i

to embark on his last campaign with that confident
courage with which he had plunged into the forests of
Hindustan

! It is by the manner of his life, not by the
mode of his death, that a man is to be judged The
invincible hero of thirty campaigns had disappeared
weeks before his officers buried his emaciated body in
the Ferozah Palace of Ghaznin.

m
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CHAPTER m
THE CHARACTER AND VALUE OF

mahmud's WORK

All men are more or less the products of their

environment, and a rational criticism of Mahmud's
work must begin with an examination of the spirit cf

his age.

Most Mussalmans imagine that their faith has

always been what it is to-day, or

awE&rf

!

n * alternatiTC
'

th°* *•*- «-»
it has since the time of the Pious

Caliphs been subject to a slow but continuous decline.

This is, of course, absurd. Islam, like all other religions,

has had its recurring periods of spiritual rise and fall

;

it has been differently conceived by different people at

different times ; like all things really and truly human,
it is always changing and never permanently the same.

We are here only concerned with the broadest changes

in the Muslim world, and these from the rise of Islam

to the conquest of Muslim Asia by Chengiz Khan, may
be divided into four parts. (1) The first Period of

Expansion (622-748), which includes the conquests

of Arabia, Iraq, Syria, Persia, and Northern Africa

under the Pious Caliphs and their Omayyad successors.

It is an epoch characterised by fervent religious zeal,

and owing to the captivating appeal Islam made to the

depressed classes, the conquered peoples were converted
to the new faith. (2) The Period of the Great Abbaside
Caliphs (748-900) is a period of prosperity and peace
with no conquests to its record. It is characterised by
a cosmopolitan civilisation in which Arabic became the
language of the educated classes of all countries, while
a centralised administration kept the Muslim world
together. (3) The Period of 'Minor Dynasties' (900-1000)
is essentially a period of transition in which the admi-
nistration of the Caliph disappears and a number of
small principalities rise on its ruins. Its most pro-

minent feature is the Persian Renaissance, which made
Persian the language of literary classes and brought a
new imperialistic idea to the fcre-front in place of
cosmopolitan Caliphate of the Abbasides. (4) The
Period of the Turko -Persian Empires (1000-1220) is to
be regarded as the political expression of Persian ideals
and includes the reigns of the Ghaznavide, the Seljuq
and the Khwarazmian dynasties.

Mahfnud was the last of the 'minor kings' and the
first of the great Turko-Persian Emperors. The inspir-
ing motive of his life and the lives of his contemporaries
was not Islam but the spirit of the Persian Renaissance.

The age of Mahmud of Ghaznin was devoid of the

higher spirit of faith ; and theologi-

sian'RenaLLr
Cal diac™*™™> which prosper most
when religion is dead, diverted such
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zeal as existed towards a war of sects. When rrr 1

find it difficult to believe in God, they try to prove

Him ; when they cease to love their neighbour, they

attempt to convince themselves that hating him is a

moral duty. The conversion of the non-Muslim was
given up in favour of the more entertaining game of

exterminating the 'heretic'. From east to west the

Muslim world wa3 torn by sectarian feuds and the

strong arm of the persecutor was called in vain to heal

the troubles of a people, weltering in fanaticism but

innocent of faith. From this war of hair-splitting

theologians the finer minds of Persia turned with a sense

of relief to the resusscitation of their national culture;

and the minor dynasties, that had grown up after the

devoid of the Caliphate, gave them the protection and
patronage they needed. Every provincial court became
the centre of ? revivalist movement. Ancient Persian

legends were rediscovered and popularised. The Persian

language, which had been cast aside as the vernacular of

the common people, assumed the dignity of a rational

tongue. Every one, who could, began to turn out

verses in a language singularly capable of conforming

to the hardest rules of metre and rhyme, and even

poets of mediocre abilities could be sure of a good career.

Moreover the glories of the Kiani and the Sassanid

Empires, alluring with the dream of a half-forgotten

greatness, exercised on more imaginative minds a

fascination which slowly but definitely drew them away

from the Path of the Prophet. The change was, of

course, unconscious. Like the school-men of medieval

Europe, who talked as if the philosophy of Aristotle

was a commentary on the 'Ten "Commandments, the
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contemporaries of Mahmud were aware of no difference
between the lessons of the Shah Nama and the principles
of the Quran. Faridun and Jamshed, Kai-Kaus and
Kai-Khusrau, the heroic Rustam and the Macedonian
Alesauder won from the rising generations the homage
which all true Mussalmans should have paid to the
Prophet and his Companions. Now while the Prophet
and his Companions stood for certain principles to be
established at all costs and had resorted to war as a
means for their promulgation, the legendary heroes of
Persia only evoked in their devotees an ambition for
greatness and ruthless imperialism without the sense
of a moral mission, and instilled into them precepts
of worldly wisdom, such as Polonious bequeathed to
Laertes and such as Sadi's Gulistan has taught to the
children of later generations—a wisdom essentially

selfish in its outlook and superbly unconscious of all

higher aims.

Advent of
Mahmud.

Thus the new spirit, on one hand, helped the evolu-

tion of a new culture and brought

an atmosphere of refinement and
polish to ihe court and the camp

;

and, on the other hand, it heralded in an era of futile

and purposeless wars through which provincial kings,

rebellious governors, tribal chiefs and even daring
robbers, expected to reach the insecure eminence of
Alexander, the Great. Fighting was looked upon,

thanks to the militant spirit of the Turks, as a sport and
an attribute of manliness, a good thing to be sought for

itself—not as a painful process for the attainment of

human prosperity. For a century before Mahmud, princes

i

!
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of the 'minor dynasties' had been acting Jamshed and

Kai-Khusrau, and their court-poets, richly paid for the

work, had proclaimed their greatness in panegyrics of

which men less lost in ambition would have felt

ashamed. Then came the great Mahmud to achieve

that for which others had fought and died in vain, and

kings and princes licked the dust humbly before the

figure of a new Alexander. But the giant for all his

grandeur was made of the same moral stuff as the

dwarfs that had gone before. It was his abilities, not

his character, that raised him te an unquestioned pre-

eminence.

The Literary Renaissance of Persia found in Mah-

Patron of arts.
mud its most magnificent^f not its

most discriminating:. w&sfcon. Four

hundred poets, with Unsuri, the poet-laureate, at their

head, were m constant attendance ?.t the Sultan's

court. Their official duty_was to sing lykj^raises and

the Sultan, in spite of the stinginess attributed_to him,

seems to have been extremely generous. Ghazari Razi,

a poet from Rayl "/as av-varded fourteen thousand

dirhams for a qasida that pleased the Sultan, while the

poet-laureate's mouth was thrice filled with pearls for

an unpremeditated qita. Among others who came

flocking from far and near, Farrukki, the author of a

qasida remarkable for its captivating rhythm, Minu-

chihri who specialised in the cult of vine, and Asjadi,

who is responsible for the following-well-known quatrain,

are most famous.*

nor

*The details of the lives of the poets cannot be given here

an examination of their work attempted. Prof. Browne's

(Continued)

a
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"1 do repent of wine -,nd talk of wine;

"Of idols fair with chins like silver fine.

"A lip-repentance and a lustful heart —
"0 God, forgive this penitence of mine !

But it is obvious that the Sultan's patronage,
while stimulating men of decent merit to do their best,

would fail to reach the highest genius, which in every
country and in every age has scorned to bow its knees to ^
democracies and kings. For this Mahmud is in no.way
to blame. Mankind has yet to discover a method for
deslilKT v.itlr it<5 fin<*at T-.rv-./^.i«*c VX'U- I,. 1L. 1— 1--__..s„o. piuu.i,iu uv_- u.ie ciu-

ment oi truth in the famous Firdausi legend, the

tradition that represents the great poet, in whom
Persian nationalism amounted to a religion, as flying

from an emperor of Afra3iva^'s (Turkish) race,

certainly gives us an idea of the gloom that sat)

oppressively on the most sensitive Persian minds.
Two persons of a radically different stamp were -
destined to share Firdausi 's fate. The great
physician and biologist, Shaikh bu Ali Sina (Avicenna),
refused to come to the court of a king to whom
the scientist's views and his sense of personal
Independence would have been equally unpalatable,^
and after fl.ving from town to town before the agents

Literary History of Persia, Vol. II, Chap. II and Maulana
ShibJi Numani's Shirul-Ajam, Vol. I, have put in a modern
form all that is fo-md in the old Tazkirahs. See also Hadi, Studies
in Persian Literature, published by the National University,
Aligarh. The Firdausi legend has been subjected to a trenchant
criticism by the journal 'Urdu,' edited by Maulvi Abdul Haq
Sahib, which has robbed the time-honoured Btory of all its

charm.
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of Mahmud's wrath, he at last found a safe ; ylum with

the Buwaihid ruler of Ray. His friend, the mathema-

tician-scholar Abu Rihan Alberuni, whose appreciative

study of Hindu philosophy stands in such pleasant

contrast with the prejudices of a stormy time, was

less fortunate. Brought a prisoner from his native

Khwarazm, he was thrown into prison and thence

exiled to India on that life of wandering to which we

owe '.be immortal Kitabul Hind *

Tbe poetry of Mahmud's age reflects the spirit of
-.

.
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had not yet become current coin, and the ghazal, the

grand vehicle of mystic emotion, had not yet been dis-

covered. Qasidas (panegyric odes) in praise of generov;

patrons were the poet !

s principal occupation. The

genius of Firdausi brought the masiiavi (romance) into

vogue, while bis master. Asadi, is credited with the

not very commendable invention of the Munazhah or

'strife-poem'—a composition which leaves little room

xOi poetic thoughts. Qitas (fragments) and rubais

(quatrains) served to express the puet'3 lighter moods.

Yet the Ghaznavide poets, for all their short-comings,

have a certain freshness which succeeding ages have

lacked. There is no artificiality about them. They

had tasted the joys of material prosperity and loved to

praise tbe beauty of women of flesh and blood and the

alluring intoxication of wine. The reality of their

*Son.e very interesting anecdotes about Alberuni and

bu Ali Sina will be found in the Chatter Maqala of Nizami-ul

Aruzi-us Samarqandi (Gibb's Memorial Series). A short biogra-

phy cf Bu Ali Sina is given in the Habibus Siyar.

,.
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human emotions prevented them from falling into the

meaningless verbosity of later ages ; and if they lack the

deeper perception of their mystic successors, whose son^s

begin and end with a symbolic representation oi the

Absolute, their poetry is at least in touch with life. The
poet sang of what his audience knew and felt—the clash

of arms on the field of strife, the joys of companionship
in the warrior's camp, the innumerable emotions of
men and women whom an artificial culture had not yet
deprived of their native intensity of feelings, and, above
all, of the glories and sorrows of their much loved Iran

The thoughts and emotions of the educated men of
the day were the most favoured themes of the poet's

verse. The great period of Persian poetry, which begins
with Sadi and ends with Jami, was yet to come.
Nevertheless the constructive genius of the poet won
victories more solid than the warrior's futile campaigns.
The empire of Mahmud crumbled to dust nine years
after the Sultan's death. The Shahnama lives for

evei

Mahmud's work in India is reserved for a separate
discussion but the Sultan was essentially a central

Asian prince. The historic soil of Ajam was the
garden and the grave of Ghaznavide hopes. The'
cosmopolitan administration of the Caliphate had been
shattered beyond the possibility of reconstruction, and
the new imperialism with its secular and Persian
outlook had been in the air for some generations past.

Now 'imperialism' meant two things— first, a conquest
of the smaller principalities that would bring all Muslim
peoples, who had been infused with the spirit of Persian

/

!!
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civilisation, within the fold of a single state ; and second-

ly, the erection of a just and beneficient administra-

tion that would reconcile every section of the subjects

to their common government by an era of prosperity

and peace. Mahmud's performance of the first part

of his work is as remarkable as his failure to perform

the second. The rise of the Ghaznavide empire struck

contemporaries with wonder; but they were no lees

surprised with the rapidity of its fall.

A man of refinement and culture wiih an instinctive

admiration for everything beautiful in literature and urt, '

it was in generalship that Mahmud excelled. War was

the prevailing madness, but never pince the fall of the

Sassanian Empire before the armies of the Second Caliph

had an invader so invincible appeared on the Persian soil.

The exploits of Alexander in the East were rivalled

and, in fa ft, surpassed. The Tartar barbarians of the

north were driven pell-mell beyond the Jaxartes. The

'minor dynasties' of Persia were crushed to de n,th.

From Isfahan to Bundelkhand and from Samarkand

to Gujrat, the Ghaznavide subdued every opponent and

struck down every rival. The conquered people were

no cowards. They fought bravely and were as willing

tc die as their Ghaznavide opponents. It was Mahmud's

scientific imagination that made the difference. Against

the clumsy organisation of the Indians and their

childish trust in mere numbers, he brought into the field

an army that had been trained to obey the commands

of a single will. The thick-headed Tartars found to

their cost that mere courage and confidence in fate

were no match for the fierce onslaught of disciplined

j,
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ranks. But strategy rather than tactics was Mahmud's
strong point. From hia throne at Ghaznin his eagle-

eye surveyed everything in east and west. He knew
where to strike and he always struck hard. The rapidity

of his marches surprised and bewildered his opponents.
The man who, in the course of a single year, over-

awed the Carmathians at Multan, defeated the Tartars
at Balkh and yet found time enough to capture a
rebellious governor on the banks of the Jhelum, could
not fail to create ha^oc among his stout-hearted but
slow-moving contemporaries. And yet Mahmud, for all

his daring, was the most cautious of men. He never
attacked an enemy he was not strong enough to over-
power. He never failed in wha i he undertook becaus
he undertook nothing impossi ble. The Indian invasions]

in which his military genius shows itself at its best,

are a marvellous mixture of boldness with caution.

Administrative questions, on the other hand, never
interested Mahmud, and while taking up the command
of the army in person, he left the prosaic task of carry-

ing on the government to his ministers. His civil

officers had the efficiency he required
; they were strict,

and heavy-handed and worked their machinery with!
the same discipline and order as their military collea-f

gues. But they lacked that breadth of vision, which!

would Lave enabled them to supplement the conquests!

of their master by a far-sighted statesmanship and!

construct a machinery of imperial administration on
permanent and durable foundations. His wazirs were
certainly clever and thorough in their methods, but like

all administrative experts they were devoid of idealism
;

•I
I
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and an empire without ideals is an edifice on quick-

sands. For the first two years of his reign, his father's

Wazir, Abul Abbas Fasih Ahmed bin Isfarieni, continued

at his post. Abul Abbas was ignorant of Arabic and

made Persian the official language—an innovation

abolished by his famous successor. But if lacking in

education, he.had that extensive knowledge of affairs

which was to be expected of one who had risen to be

the second greatest man in the kingdom from the hum-

ble position of a clerk, and he 'worked marvels in the

administration of the state and the army.' The Sultan,

however, quarrelled with him over the possession of a

Turkish slave, and the fallen Wazir was tortured to

death by the officers who wished to deprive him of all

his wealth. Abul Abbas' successor, the great Khwaja,

Ahmad bin Hasan Maimandi, left on his contemporaries

an impression second only to that of Mahmud. A
foster-brother and classmate of the Sultan, Khwaja

Ahmad was distinguished throughout his life by an

unimpeachable loyalty to the House of Ghaznin, which

in no way interfered with the stern obedience he

demanded of his subordinates for himself. His father,

Hasan Maimandi, collector of revenue at Bust, was

hanged by Subuktigin on a charge of peculation, but

the sad event had no effect on the sen's career. It

would have been difficult, if not impossible, for the

Sultan to embark on his conquering career without the

organising capacity of his minister to support him. An

excellent scholar, an intriguer of the highest order and

a stern man of business, Ahmad directed the affairs

of the government for eighteen years with an efficiency

none could deny. But a strong Wazir and a strong
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Sultan were really incompatible; the Khwaja's soft

tongue and effusive loyalty delayed, but could not
finally prevent, the inevitable rupture. His extra-

ordinary ascendancy was painful to many, and a strong
party, headed by the Sultan's son-in-law, Amir Ali, and
the great general, Altuntash, was formed against him.
The Sultan made up his mind to prove that the Khwaja
./as not indispensable and imprisoned him in. an Indian
fort, As if to show that the office could be abolished,
if necessary. Mahmud refrained from apn.-unHm; * Wc~ir
for some time. His choice ultimately fell on Ahmad
Husain bin Mikal, generally known as Hasnak. The
new Wazir, a close personal friend of the Sultan, was
remarkable for his 'conversational powers,' and unfor-
tunately also for 'the impetuosity of his temperament,'
which impelled him to take the wrong side in the
succession-question that arose towards the end of
Mahmud's reign.

An extensive empire had been established over
the ruins of many governments. What for? We ara
not told that Mahmud's administration was better than
what had existed before, while the collection of revenue
was certainly more strict. Everybody complained that
the Suitan went on conquering without being able to
establish peace and order in the conquered lands.

The condition of the Punjab was chaotic and other
provinces fared no better. Caravan routes were unsafe,
and the occasional efforts of the government to provide
for the safety of its merchants display its weakness
rather than its strength. "He is a stupid fellow", a
Muslim mystic is said to have remarked of him, "Unable
to administer what he already possesses, he yet goes
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out to conquer new countries." A strong sense of justice

Mahmud certainly had, and many stories and anecdotes

are toid about him, but he never went beyond deciding

with acuteness and wisdom the few cases that came

before him. No general effort was made to suppress the

robber chiefs, whose castles prevented all inter- com-

munication between the various parts of the empire. No

imperial police system was organised to perform the

work which smaller princes present on th ra spot had

done before. The armed arid organised populations of

medieval cities and towns required but little help from

the state to stand up against the forces of disorder, but

even that little was not forthcoming. We have only to

contrast the Ghaznavide government with the empires

oftheSeljuqs and of the Sultans of Delhi to see the

elements Mahmud woefully lacked. No laws, good

or bad, stand to his name.'No administrative measures

of importance emanated from his acute mind, which

failed to see anything greater or nobler than an ever-

expanding field of military glory. The peoples forcibly

brought within the empire—Indians, Afghans, Turks,

Tartars and Persians—were joined together by no bond

except their subordination to a common monarch. A
wise, firm and beneficient administration would have

reconciled them to the loss of their local liberties, but

that is just what Mahmud failed to provide. The Sultan

and his officers alone were interested in the continuation

of the empire; and when nine years after Mahmud's

death, the Seljuqs knocked down the purposeless struc-

ture, no one cared to weep over its fate.

These observations will enable us to assign Mahmud
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his proper place in eastern history. He was essentially

ovXT' ^
'neW im^Mi^ bought into vogueby .he Pers.an Rena.ssanee. The era of the UniversalMuahnCahpha.e' had g„ne , never to return, ad hSuccessor of the Prophet was no more the adminta

t,ve head of the Faithfu.. The -minor dvnasties' had
proved.themselves a pest by their unceasing i„ tr,vuj*nd purposeless wars. The only possibia^lter atZwas areolar empire.' or SaUanaf as Mahmud called
it, wh.ch would unite the Muslim vmiA »„.-.... ,

give it the peace and prosperity it longed for Islam

fir: f

crmpiated nor-^ *• *zfoundafons of the new institution, which drew itsZPtrat,on from ancient Persia and breathed itspag.n spH •and ^ W> in ,pite of its democratic ouLkwal'gradually twisted to suit the requirements of the tZand ended by oreachincr «,lh • •

me
, n 7 ^reaching submission to the monarch

emperors The result wa3 both ^ £-£»
d mocrat.c eeling which has persisted in the sociallyufthe Mussulmans™ spite of all opposi focces

™
e .m.nated from politics, and pohticn,

'JZZ^
from be.ng a postulate of necessity and prudence^Tekevat^d to the dignity of a religious duty.'m d el™
fte folly of e.x hundred years, "fa a kindofdiwihe
woreh.p. • At the same time the monarchical idea Indthe aecnlar.sat.on of politics led to much that Z
nndonbtedly beneficial. The peoples of Ajam werewelded together by their loyalty to a common Z^Z
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spite of their racial differences and sectarian strifes.

Moreover it became possible for Muslims and non-

Muslims to live together- when religion was considered

a private affair of the king and the sphere of govern-

ment was restricted to the secular affairs of the subjects.

To Mahmud of Ghaznin belongs the credit of being

the first Muslim emperor, and to him more than to any-

one else the rise of 'monarchical sovereignty' among the

Mussalmans is due. It dees not detract from bi3 merit

that he was followed by statesmen abler than himself

and by dynasties more permanent than his own. The

Seljuqs of Persia and the Emperor-Sultans of Delhi

surpassed him as administrators, and Chengiz and

Timur in conquering might. A pioneer is bound to

have his shortcomings. His Central Asian policy was

devoid of statesmanship while his work in India was

'even more deplorable.

( Though India took up much of Mahmud's time, she

had no place in his dreams. His real aim was the estab-

lishment of a Turko-Persian empire and the Indian

expeditions were a means to that end. Thev gave

him the prestige of a 'holy warrior', which was requir-

ed to raise him head and shoulders above the basket-

full of Ajami princes, every one of whom was deter-

mined to be great, while the wealth of the temples

made the financial position cf his kingdom secure and

enabled him to organise an army which the minor

princes were in no position to resist. Beyond this

Mahmud, who knew the limitations of his power, did

not try to go. No conquest was intended because no

conquest was possible. A Muslim government over

the country was beyond the region of practical politics
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without a native Muslim population to support it.

Mahmud was no missionary
; conversion was not his

object; and he had too much of good sense to waste
away his army in a futile attempt to keep down a
hostile population by armed garrisons. He took at a
sweep-stake all that centuries of Indian industry had
accumulated, and then left the Indians to rebuild, as
well as they could, the ruined fortifications of their
cities and the fallen altars of their gods. He obtained
the gold and the prestige he needed and he had aspired
for nothing else. Except for a passing mood at AsM!
wara, he never thought of establishing his power over
the country. Annexation was not his object. The
addition of the Punjab to his kingdom so late as 1021-29
proves, rather than disproves, his non-territorial ainfeU
tions. He had at first expected his alliance with
Anandpal to enable him to penetrate to the trans
Gangetic plain. That alliance failed owing to the
fetter's death and Mahmud felt the necessity of havine
h:s footing somewhere in the country. Even t^en heseems to have looked at Lahore and Multan simply asrobber s perches, from where he could plunge into
Hindustan and Gujrat at will. His western campaigns
on the other hand, give evidence of a different policy'
They always led to annexations, and very often Mah

'

mud personally supervised the establishment of hisgovernment over the conquered territory.

v
'The Indian campaigns are one of the finest ac-

hievements of military genius. Mahmud was venturing
into an unknown country of large rivers, thick forests
and a bitterly hostile people of whose language and
customs he was ignorant. To another man it would

¥ ^58^-^3
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have been a leap in the dark but Mahnmd, :nwilling

to take any risks, proceeded warily and advanced from

point to point with a mixture of boldness and caution,

which i3 as admirable as the fearless and dashing

courage of his subordinates. A false step would have

meant disaster; the loss of a single battle would have

left his disorganised forces at the mercy of the popu-

lation. At first he never ventured more than ten or

twelve marches from his base and lm acquisition of

Bhera enabled him to strike safely at the enemy. But

caution brought success, success brought prestige, and

Mahnrad. finding that his mere name bad grown power-

ful enough to overawe his enemies, plunged thrice into

the trans-Gangetic plain and a fourth time into Gujrat.

The campaigns look like triumphal marches but were

really full of danger. Even an indecisive battle would

have revived the spirit of the much harassed Indians

and brought unexpected forces into the field. Mah-

mud trembled when in 1019-20, afcer an uncontested

march of three months from his capital, he at last came

across the Rai of Kalcnjar, who could show a good fight;

yet the flight of the Rai at night shows the terror the

Sultan inspired. Still if Mahmud was to possess himself

of the treasures of the temples, the risk had to be under-

taken; for a piecemeal annexation of the country was

beyond his strength. The issue showed that he had

not miscalculated any important factor in the situa-

tion.

The Sultan's great advantage over his Indian

opponents was the unitary organi-

Organised anarchy Bati n of his state. The resources
of the Indians.

of Ghaznin were at the disposal of
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as igle mind; the strength of Hindustan wa3 divided
among a multitude of factious Rata, sub-Rais, local
chiefs and village-headmen, between whom anything
like sensible co-operation was impossible. The feudal
organisation of the Indians, with its divided allegiance,
clannish spirit and love of local independence, left
them helpless before an enemy to whom feudalism and
clannish feeling was alike unknown. The Ghaznavides
knew and obeyed tbeir master; the Indians had no
master to obey. The power of the Rai of Lahore was
defied by the Rah subordinate to him

;
who refused to

J?e relegated to the position of mere governors; and
instead of meeting the enemy as the loyal generals of
the chief whom his position and pre-eminence alike
seemed to mark off as the national hero, they preferred
to be defeated by the Ghaznavide one by one. An intei-
nal revolution, which would have placed the defensive
strength of the country in the hands of a central power,
wac absolutely necessary if the newly-arisen enemy was
to be resisted with success. But the hand of the re-
former was numbed by the 'iine-honourer! customs of
ages; and the tribal feuds of the Indians, their comph-
cated system of military tenures and local rights pre-
vented them from mustering in full force on the field
of battle. The result was defeat, disgrace, disaster.
Temple after temple was plundered

; the centres of
Indian civilisation were ruined; and neither the wisdom
of the Brahman, nor the heroism of the Kshattriyas, nor
the pious adoration of silent millions could prevent
their idols of gold and silver from being melted into
Ghaznavide coin. The Indians did not lack fighting
spirit, and they had a country and a religion fully
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worthy of their devotion. The carnage round the

Somnath temple, the courage with which the garrison

of man}' an unknown fort died to the last man before

the unwavering Ghaznavide ranks, showed what better

leadership might have achieved,— and proved, if proof

was needed, that even in the hour of deepest gloom the

Indians had not forgotten how to die. But their social

and political customs paralysed them; for with us,

unfortunate^, custom is not an accident but the essence

of faith.

The great Sultan did not fail to take advantage

of this 'organised anarchy' once he had discovered its

real nature. His first steps were tentative, but the

spectacle of an army, innumerable as ants and locusts,

flying away from Waihind (1008) before even the battle

had become warm, convinced him that the Indian con-

federacy was a soul-less ghost before which he had

needlessly trembled. With ceaseless care iie and his

father had forged a terrible machine which could be

now used to good purpose. The Ghaznavide army was

composed" of heterogenous material, but strict discipline,

years of comradeship in arms, the memory of past

victories and hopes of future spoliation and plunder,

had welded Indians, Afghans, Turks and Persians

together. Training had created confidence and confi-

dence led to success. Above all, the subordination of

everything to the penetrative intellect and commanding

will of the Sultan gave it an irresistible momentum

against its faction-ridden opponents. Mahmud flashed

like a lightning across the path of the bewildered Rais,

thrust himself between them before they could unite,
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drove them away nom one another and defeated them
in detail. There was no resisting his might. 'Vini, vidi,

vici.' A dark fear began to oppress the Indian mind.
It was imagined that the Mussalmans would be always
victorious and that a new race of Huns would hold the

sacred soil of Aryavarta in perpetual terrorism. No-
hing could be farther from truth. The Ghaznavide had
not come to stay.

The non-religious character of the expeditions will

be obviou3 to the critic who haa

JmUJSSST «Tped the 8a,ient feature8 of thB

spirit of the age. They were not!
crusades but secular^sptoits waged for the greed off
glory and gold. It is impossible to read a religious

motive into them. The Ghaznavide army was not a
host of holy warriors resolved to live and die for the
laith; it was an enlisted and paid army nf trained

veterans accustomed to fight Hindus and Mussalmans

alikfi. Only in two of the later campaigns were any
volunteers present, and insignificant as was their pro-
portion to the regular troops, Mahmud found them
unfit for the rapid and disciplined movements he
desired. The Sultan was too undemocratic in outlook
and temper for marshalling the forces of a- triumphant
fanaticism and he never essayed the task.* The
missionary spirit, that might have wept over the fate

of so many souls 'lost to paradise' or seen in India a

*It is a significant fact that Malimud seldom, if ever,
shared the hard life of his soldiers. Such a thing would have
been below the dignity of the 'new monarchy.'

..
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The wealth of

the temples.

provinces. The

fertile soil for implanting the Prophet's Faith, was

denied to him. His object was lower and more realis-

able. Content to deprive the 'unbelievers' of their

worldly goods, he never forced them to change their

faith and left India the non-Muslim land he found it.

For time out of mir.d the exports of India had

been in excess of her imports and

precious metals had been slowly

drawn into the country. Mines

were also being worked in various

natural consequence was an ever-

accumulating mass of gold and silver, which won for

India a reputation for fabulous riches, and, by the

time 0- Mahmud, had become a serious national danger.

Add to it, generations of pious Hindus had gradually

transferred the wealth of the country vo the temples,

which, unlike the peasants' purse and the Bai's treasury,

never lost what they had once gained. It was impos-

sible that the Indian temples, like Lhe Catholic Church

in Europe, should not sooner or later tempt some one

strong and unscrupulous enough for tho impious deed.

Nor was it, to be expected that a man of Mahmud 's

character would allow the tolerance Islam inculcates

to restrain him from taking possession of the gold, 'to

which his heart turned as a magnet turns towards

iron,' when the Indians themselves had simplified bis'

work by concentrating the wealth of their country at

a few selected places. Plundering an enemy's place of

worship was regarded by contemporaries as a legitimate

act of war— the unavoidable consequence of a defeat.

His Hindu opponents were infuriated, but not surprised,
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at what he did; they knew his motives were economic,
not religious, and provided a sufficient indemnity was
offered, he was not unwilling to spare their idols. He
took away the gold they would have loved to retain
but never compelled them to join a creed in which
they did not believe. His Indian soldiers were free to i

blow their sankh and bow before their idols in Imperial I

Ghazniu. He accepted the principle of toleration in
the restricted form in which his age understood it;

and it would be futile to blame him for not rising to
•lie moral height of the generations that followed and
the generations that had gone before.

No honest historian should seek to hide, and no
Mussalman acquainted with his faith

Islam—an a w :n <,.„ , • ..- ,.

posteriori justifi-
Wl11 ^ *° J

ustlf>> the canton

cation. destruction of temples that followed
in the wake of the Ghaznavide army.

Contemporary as well as later historians do not
attempt to veil the nefarious ac*s but relate them with
pride. It is easy to twist one's conscience; and we
know only too well how easy it is to find a religious
justification for what people wish to do from worldly
motives. Islam sanctioned neither the vandalism nor
the plundering motives of the invader ; no principle

known to the Shariat justified the uncalled for attack
on Hindu princes who had done Mahmud and his
subjects no harm; the wanton destruction of places of
worship is condemned by the law of every creed. And
yet Islam, though it was not an inspiring motive, could
be utilised as an a posteriori justification for what had
been done. It was not difficult to identify the spoliation
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of non-Muslim populations with service to Islam, and

persons to whom the argument was addressed found

,
it- too much in, consonance with the promptings of their

| own interests to examine it critically. So the precepts

'

of the Quran were misinterpreted or ignored and the

tolerant policy of the Second Caliph was cast aside

in order that Mahmud and his myrmidons may be

able to plunder Hindu temples with a clear and un-

troubled conscience.

a situation lu make one pa.^ T^7I*\-» o no it*

faith everything depends on its method of presenta-

tion. It will be welcomed if it appears as a message!

of hope, and hated if it wears the mask of a brutalj

terrorism. Islam as a world-force is to be judged ly

the life of the Prophet and the policy of the Second

Caliph. Its early successes were really due to its

character ab a revolutionary force against religions that

had lost their hold on the minds of the people and

against social and political systems that were grinding

down the lower classes. Under such circumstances

the victory of Islam was considered by the conquered

population as something intrinsically desirable
;

it

ended the regime of an aristocratic priesthood and a

decrepit monarchy, while the doctrine of equality, first

preached in the eastern world, opened a career to the

talent of the depressed masses and resulted in the whole-

sale conversion of the populations of Arabia, Syria,

Persia and Iraq. Now Hinduism with its intense and

living faith was something quite unlike the Zoras-

trianism of Persia and the Christianity of Asia Minor,

which had so easily succumbed before the invader
;
it
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suffered froii no deep seated internal diseases and, a
peculiarity of the national character of the Hindus,
'deeply seated in them and manifest to everybody,'

was their intense satisfaction and pride in their cus-

toms. "They believe," says Albenmi, "that there is

no country but theirs, no nation like theirs, no kings
like theirs, no religion like theirs, no science like theirs.

They are haughty, foolishly vain, self-conceited and
stolid

.
According to their belief, there is no country

on earth but theirs, no other race of men but theirs

t»nv» ii" -.. i v 1. 1 •_ •-• "-iig-j ui_oi>-»-.o wiGiu nave any Know-
ledge or science whatsoever, Their haughtiness is

such that, if you tell them of any science or scholars
in Khorasan and Persia, they will think you both an
ignoramus and a liar." People with this insularity
of outlook were not likely to lend their ears to a newi
message. But the policy of Mahmud secured the reiec-|

tion of Islam without a hearing.

A religion is naturally judged by the character of
those who believe in it ; their faults and their virtues
are" "beiieved to be "the effect of their creed. It was
inevitable that the Hindus should consider Islam a
deviation from the truth when its followers deviated so
deplorably from the path of rectitude and justice. A
people is not conciliated by being robbed of all it holds

most dear, nor will it love a faith that comes to it in

the guise of plundering armies and leaves devastated

fields and ruined cities as monuments of its victorious

method for reforming the morals of a prosperous but
erratic world. "They came, burnt, killed, plundered,

captured—and went away" was a Persian's description

,i
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of the Mongol invasions of bis country; it would not I

be an inappropriate summary of Mahmud's achieve- A
ments in Hindustan. It was not thus that the*-Prophet

had preached Islam in Arabia ; . and no one need be

surprised that the career of the conquering Ghaznavide

created a burping hatred for the new faith in the

Hindu mind and blocked its progress more effectually

than armies and forts. "Mahmud," says the observant

Alberuni, "utterly ruined the prosperity of the coun-

try; and performed those wonderful exploits, by which

the Hindus became like atoms oi dust scattered in ail
j

directions and like a tale of old in the mouth of the A

people. Their scattered remains cherish, of course,

the most inveterate hatred of all Muslims. This is

the reason, too, why Hindu sciences have retired far

away from those parts of the country conquered by

us, and have fled to places where our hand cannot

yet reach, to Kashmir, Banaras and other places. And

there the antagonism between them and all foreigners

receives more and more nourishment both from politic" 1

and religious and other causes."

'The evil that men do lives after them; the good"

is often buried with their bones !' Mahmud's work,

whatever it might have been, was swept off fifteen

years, after his death by the Hindu Revival. 'Those

who had taken up the sword perished by the sword.'

East of Lahore no trace of the Mussalmans remained;

and Mahmud's victories, while they failed to shake the

moral confidence of Hinduism, won an everlasting

infamy for his faith. Two centuries later, men who

•differed from Mahmud as widely as two human beings
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can possibly differ, once more brought Islam invu the
land. But times had changed. The arrogance of the
Mussalmans had disappeared with the conquest of
Ajam by the Mongolian hordes. The spirit of the
Persian Renaissance had blossomed and died, and the
new mysticism, with its cosmopolitan tendencies and
with doctrines which did not essentially differ from
what the Hindu rishis had taught in ancient days,
made possible that exchange of ideas between men of
the two creeds which Alberuni had longed for in vain.
*nstcad of the veterans who had crossed the frontier
in search of their winter-spoils, there came a hoso of
refugees from the burning villages of Central Asia,
longing for a spot where they could lay their heads
in peace and casting asido, all hopes of returning to
the land of their birth. The serpent had reappeared
but without his poisonous fangs. The intellectual
history of medieval India begins with the advent of
Shaikh Moinuddin of Ajmere and its political history
with the accession of Sultan Alauddin Khilji ; the two
features -Avhich distinguish it from preceding genera,
tions are the mystic propaganda started by the Chishti
Saint and the administrative and economic measures
inaugurated by the revolutionary;Empercr. With the
proper history of our country Mahmud has nothing to
do. But we have inherited from him the most bitter
drop in our cup. To later generation. Mahmud became
the arch-fanatic he never was; and in that 'incarnation'
he is still worshipped by such Mussalmans as have
cast off the teachings of Lord Krishna in their devotion
to minor gods. Islam's worst enemies have ever been
its own fanatical followers.



CHAPTER IV

FALL 02? THE GHAZKAVIDE EMPIRE

Sultan Mahmud's two eldest sons, Masud and

Mohammad, were born on the same
The question of d and it was difficult to decide

succession.
, .

the question of precedence between

them. But Mohammad, a virtuous and educated

prince who composed verses in Arabic, had neither the

energy nor the strength necessary for wielding a

sceptre, and the eyes ot ail men were naturally turned

towards his brother, who had tbe physique and per-

sonality of a Rustum. No one could lift Masud's mace

with one hand from the ground and his arrow pierced

through a plate of steel. But the Sultan, somewhat

envious of feats totally beyond his own strength,

made a will in favour of Mohammad and obtained a

firman confirming it from the Caliph. The Wazir, Hasnak,

also worked for Mohammad and a brittle alliance of the

nobles was formed in his favour. Masud refused to

submit. 'The Sword is a truer authority than any writ-

ing,' he stoutly declared; %rtd the Sultan, to whom his

son's answer was conveyed, felt it to be painfully true.
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The conquests in eastern Persia during the last years

of Mahmud's reign had been mostly

Sultan Moham- due to Masud, and when returning
mad *

from Ray to Balkh in 1029, the

Sultan had left him in charge of Khorasan and the newly

conquered territories. It was, consequently, easier for

Mohammad's supporters to obtain control of the capital

on his father's death. They summoned him from Gorkan

and placed him on the throne. The new Sultan distri-

buted large sums to make himself popular. His subjects

and soldiers thanked him ior the kindness but refused

to take him seriously. Everyone expected Masud would

come and overthrow the rickety government. Less

than two months after his accession, the famous Abun

Najm Ahmad Ayaz, Ali Dayah and a body of slaves

took horses from the royal stables in broad daylighL and

started for Bust. They were overtaken by Soyand Rai,

the commander of the Hindus, and in the battle that

followed most of the slaves were slain. But Soyand Rai

himself was killed, and Ayaz and Ali Dayah succeeded

in reaching Masud's camp at Naishapur.

Masud had ottered to remain content with Khorasan

and Iraq provided his name was
Masud's ad- given precedence in the Khutba, but

on receiving a harsh reply from his

brother, he decided to march on Ghaznin. Mohammad, On

his side, advanced from the capital to Takinabad, where

he passed the month of Ramazan. But his strongest sup-

porters, Yusuf bin Subuktigin, a brother of the late

Sultan, Amir Ali Kheshawand and the Wazir Hasnak,

decided to make -a belated attempt to please Masud by a
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betrayal of their own candidate. Two days after the Eid,

on the night of October 3, they dragged him out of his

tent, sent him to a fort of Kandhar, and then advanced
to welcome his brother at Herat. Masud, however, refus-

ed to overlook the fault of those who had conspired

against him for years. Mohammad was blinded by his

brother's order. Amir Ali Kheshawand was put to death
and Yusuf bin Subuktigin was thrown into prison where
he died.

Hasnak was reserved for the disgrace of a publio

execution at Baikh. Masud recalled

Fall of Hasnak. his father's famous Wazir,. Khwaja
Ahmad bin Hasau Maimandi, from

his Indian prison and entrusted him witn the office he

had held for eighteen years with such dignity and power.

The fate of the fallen Wazir, so graphically described

by Baihaki, won the sympathy of all hearts. After

weeks of hard and degrading imprisonment, Hasnak was

summoned to the dinan where the great Khwaja be-

haved with extraordinary politeness. He was asked to

sign a bond giving up all his property to the Sultan and
the two Wazir* parted with a touching forgiveness and
affection. "In the time of Sultan Mahmud," Hasnak
apologized, "and by his orders, I ridiculed the Khwaja;
it was a fault but I bad no help but to obey. The post

of Wazir was given to me, though it was no place for

me. Still I formed no design ^against the Khwaja and

I always favoured his people. I am weary of life but

some care ought to be taken of my children and my
family and the Khwaja must forgive me." He burst

into tears and the Khwaja's eyes were filled with tears
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also. "You are forgiven," he replied, 'but you must
not be so dejected for happiness is still possible. I have
considered and accept it of the Almighty: I will take
care of your family if you are doomed." But the Sultan
had made up his mind and the intrigues of Bu Sahl
Zauzni, the minister of war, left the issue in no doubt.
Wbile passing through Syria on his return-journey from
Mecca during the reign of Sultan Mahmud, Hasnak had
received a robe of honour from the anti-Caliph of Egypt,
and this had laid him open to the charge of being a Car-
niattiian. The Caliph uf Bagdad baa protested but Mah-
mud, who knew Hacnaks rationalistic beliefs, would not
allow him to be punished for an imputation so baseless.

"Write to this doting old Caliph," Mahmud had
ordered his secretary, "that for the sake of the Abbasid-
es I have meddled with all the world. I am hunting
for Carmathians. and whenever one is found who is

proved to be so, he is impaled. If it was proved that
Hasnak is a Carmathian, the Commander of the Faith-
ful would soon learn of what had happened to him. But
I have brought him up and he stands on an equality
with my sons and my brothers. If he is a Carmathian,
so am I also." The old charge was now revived. Two
men were dressed up as messengers from the Caliph
demanding Hasnak's death as a Carmathian, and
Masud, with pretended reluctance, acceded to the

Caliph's demand. But everybody knew the truth. "If
Masud mounts the throne, let me be hanged," Hasnak
had declared in the days of his arrogant power ; and
Masud having succeeded, Hasnak had to mount 'the

steed he had never ridden before.'
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At the foot of the scaffold Hasnak threw off h.

coat and shirt. 'His body was
A Ghaznavide wMte as si!ver and his face Uk

execution.
hundreds of thousands of pictures.'

All men were crying with grief. He replied neither to

the insults of his enemies nor to the questions asked,

but his lips were seen moving in some silent prayer.

He was made to wear a helmet and vizor lest his head,

which was to be sent to the Caliph, should be battered

beyond recognition by the stones the public was ex-

pected to throw. But the public, bariing a few

vagabonds hired by the government, threw no stones.

A great uproar would have arisen, if the royal horse-

men had not prevented it. His fellow-citizens, the

Naishapurians, wept bitterly "hen the hangman cast

a rope round his neck and suffocated him. For seven

years Hasnak hung from the gibbet. His corpse dried

up ; the bones of his feet dropped off, and 'not a

remnant of him was left to be taken down and buried

in the usual way—no one knew where his head was or

where his body.' A last touch to the tragedy was given

by Hasnak's mother who refused to weep as women
weep ; but a deep cry of anguish burst from her lips

when she was told of his death. "What a fortune was

my son's !" she exclaimed, "A king like Mahmud gave

him this world, and one like
4Masud the next."

Masud now seemed as secure as his father had

ever been. He had a commanding
Masud and his personality and a strong and un-

difficulties. * ,.
J ,'

. TT
6

bending resolution. He was sur-

. rounded by a body of efficient and loyal officers, who

had served his father for years. He had no rival to

fear. The government appeared strong in the extent

of its territory, its armies, its revenue and its mass of

hoarded wealth. Nevertheless a careful observer would

have found the forces of decay everywhere at work. It

was not easy to wield Mahmud's sceptre. Masud paid no

heed to the advice cf his wisest counsellors. His superb

self-confidence gave w^y to a senseless panic in the

hour of danger and showed him to be totally lacking

in that calmness of nerve which comes through the

strength of the intellect rather than the power of muscle

and bone. He struck thoughtlessly and in the wrong

quarter with a total incapacity to distinguish the mc3fc

dangerovs of his enemies from the most contemptible

of h;3 foes. The firmness with which he wielded his

axe and hie spear in the field of battle shone in tragic

contrast with the folly with which he directed his

campaigns and destroyed the morale of his troops

before the enemy could fall upon them. Equally lack-

ing in the gifts of a statesman and a general, Masud
would have done well to rely on the judgment of a

wiser man. Khwaja Hasan Maimandi, restored to more
than his" former glory, directed the government with

efficiency so far as civil affairs were concerned. But
the Khwaja never meddled in military matters ; his

death in 1037 left Masud free to mismanage things to

his heart's content ; ?nd within ten years of his father's

death Masud had lost his army and his empire and was

flying a helpless tugitive to an inhospitable land.

The two dangers Masud had to fear were the Rais
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of Hindustan in the east and the jljuqs in the west.

The former, terrorised rather than subdued by Mah-
mud, were sure to wake up when the invincible

conqueror was no more. But they were a lethargic

people and would in any case remain on the defensive.

Masud's obvious plan should have been to crush the

Seljuqs before it was too late and leave the Rais for a

more favourable season. But while the Seljuq peril

was growing apace, he preferred to divert his strength

towards Hindustan in a useless emulation of his

lather's achievements, who. with a wisdom and a

generalship denied u> his son, had struck simultaneously

in the east and the west. We will first describe the

comparative prosaic events of the Punjab.

The peculiar position of this Indian province had

induced Mahmud to take the ex-
Administration traordinary step of separating its

of the Punjab. . , *
..

°
civil and military authorities. All

administrative affairs were placed in the hands of Abul

Hasan Al:,.known as Qazi Snirazi, a man of common-

place capacity, whom the Sultan in one of his humours

had thought of pitting against the august dignity of

the great Khwaja, while Ali Ariyaruk, a Turkish

general of remarkable dash and courage, was appointed

Commander-in-chief. The Qazi and the General were

independent of each other and in direct subordination

to Ghaznin. To keep them both in check, Bui Kasim

bul Hakam was appointed superintendent of the news-

carriers ancf his duty was to report everything impor-

tant to Ghaznin. This division of power was intended

to keep the province in check by preventing the oon-
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centration of authority in a single hand, while by the
appointment of a General, whose sole business was
to wage war against the Thakurs (Rais), Mahmud
sought to make the plunder of Hindustan a permanent
affair. The plan miscarried. Ariyaruk bore down all
opposition and made himself supreme; the Qazi in
retaliation dressed himself in military clothes, but was
relegated to a secondary position. The soft words of
the Khwaja, however, succeeded in alluring Ariyaruk to
Balkh, where he was arrested and thrown into prison

1 nn i \

The instructions of the Khwaja to the new Com-

Ahmad Nialtigin.
mander-in - s&ief, Ahmad Nialtigin,

C0UW leave him in no doubt that
cordial co-operation between him and the Qazi would
be looked upon>ith suspicion at Ghaznin. "This self-
sufficient fellow of Shiraz wishes the generals to be
under his command. You must not say anything to
any person respecting avenue or political matters, but
you must perform all the duties of a commander, so
that the fellow may not be able to put his hand on
your sinews and drag you down." On Nialtigin's arri-
val at Lahore, the strife between the civil and military
authorities recommenced. The Qazi complained of the
semi-regal state which Nialtigin was keeping up, of his
Turkoman slaves and of his possible designs. But the
Khwaja supported Nialtigin, and the general in high
spirits led a campaign into Hindustan. Marching with

Banaras.
the raPidity he had learnt from
his master, he crossed the Jamna

and the Ganges and appeared unexpectedly before
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Banaras. It would have been dangerous ?o remain

long in the city, but he succeeded in holding it from

morning to midday, during which short interval the

markets of drapers, jewellers and perfumers were plun-

dered, 'though it was impossible to do more.' The

Qazi found his opportunity. He sent confidential

reports to Ghaznin of the immense wealth Nialtigin had

obtained and withheld from the Sultan. "What his

intentions are nobody knows, but he calls himself a sou

of Mahmud." Fear or ambition actually incited Nialti-

gin to treason, and on returning to Laliui-e u» ooaiegcu

the Qazi in the fort of Mandkakar. It was a bid for

independence. The Sultan consulted his high officers

but none. of them was inclined to lead a campaign to

India in the heat and the rains (July, 1033). "When one

runs away from Ahmad Nialtigin, there cannot be much

honour left," the minister of war remarked, "but the

general eent against hiru will have enough to do, for

there is a strong force at Lahore." Ashamed ^ft he

pusillanimity of his colleagues, a Hindu general stepped

forward and offered his services. They were gratefully

accepted by the Sultan.

The career of Tilak, the Hindu, shows the rapidity

with which Hindus and Mussalmans

were both forgetting their religious

differences in the service of a common king and the

superbly oriental feeling of loyalty to the salt. Though

the son of a barber, he was of handsome appearance,

had studied 'dissimulation, amours and witchcraft' in

Kashmir and wrote excellent Hindi and Persian. He

had first entered the service of Qazi Shirazi but left it

Tilak, the Hindu.

i
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for the better prospects offered by the Khwaja, to whom
he acted as secretary and interpreter and was entrusted
by him with the most delicate affairs. Even the Khwaja's
fall did him no harm, for Mahmud wanted clever and
energetic young men and Tilak's fortune kept on improv-
ing. Soyand Rai, the general of the Indian troops, took
the wrong side on the succession question, and when he
was slain in the skirmish against Ayaz, Masud appointed
Tilak to the vacant post. 'Thus he obtained the name of
a man.' "Kettle-drums were beaten in his quarters
according: to the custom of TTmrlti M,;«r., „„j *..._,

.»«... *,».j "-tiu OCH11JCLO
with gilded tops were granted." He had an army under
his command, the tent and the umbrella of a Ghaznavide
general, and sat in the charmed circle of the Sultan's
confidential officers. "Wise men do not wonder at such
facts," says the reflective Baihaki, "because nobody is
born great-men became such. This Tilak had excellent
qualities and all the time he lived he sustained no
injury en account of being the son of a barber".

Tilak drew up the plan of his campaign, -and as
soon as it was sanctioned by the Sultan, hastened
against the rebel. Nialtigin was unable to hold Lahore
and fled towards the desert, and Tilak followed close on
his heels with an army consisting mostly of Hindus. He
set a price of 500,000 dirhams on Nialtigin's head, cut
off the right hands of his Mussalman supporters whenever
they fell into his clutches and promised a pardon to all

who would desert him. This policy had the result desired.
Nialtigin was defeated in battle and his Turkoman
soldiers came over to Tilak in a body. 'The span of
Ahmad's lifewas narrowed, his men deserted him and at
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last matters reached so far that the Jats and every

kind of infidel joined in the pursuit.' He was ultimately

slain by the Jats while attempting to cross the Indus.

Masud abolished the plan of two independent jurisdic-

tions in the Punjab and assigned the government to his

son, Prince Majdud, with supreme command of civil as

well as military affairs. Nevertheless the province re-

mained in a state of turmoil and disorder. Ghaznavide
garrisons held the towns: Hinduism and freedom reig-

ned supreme in. the countryside. Nothing .else was
possible when the government was so incompatible with

the spirit of the people.

The Hansi Ex-
pedition, 1037.

In the winter of 1037 Masud decided on an expedi-

tion against Hansi. The condition

of the Punjab was no doubt un-

satisfactory, but the capture of an-

other Hindu fort could not make the government stable.

The Seljuqs were becoming more powerful every day
and the Khwaja advised him to postpone the Indian

venture till he had subdued his western enemies. "If my
lord should not go to Khorasan. if the Turkomans
should conquer a province, or if they should conquer

even a village, and do that which they are accustomed

to do, namely, mutilate, slaughter and burn, ten 'holy

wars' at Hansi would not compensate." But Masud was

deaf to all advice. He said he had made avow and

must fulfil it. He marched by way of Kabul to the bank
of the Jhelum where an illness, owing to which he gave

up drinking for a time, prevented him from moving
further for a fortnight. Another march of three weeks

brought him to the virgin fort of Hansi. The garrison
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made desperate defence and relaxed no effort, but the
fort was stormed after a siege of ten days and its tre-
asure divided among the army. Masud next marched
against Sonpat, but its Rai, Dipal Hari, fled away and
his city was annexed to the Punjab. Another chief,
named Ram, sent treasures to the invader but apolo-
gised that he could not come in person owing to old
age and weakness.

On returning to Ghaznin, the Sultan discovered
that during his absence the Seljuqs had plundered
Titiiqan and Faro ab and were besieging Ray. He felt
ashamed of his Indian expedition and promised to
advance against them in the coming summer. The
Ghaznin-Seljuq contest was rapidly drawing to a head.

"The rustic, perhaps the wisest, portion of the

Ri f th
Turkomanc>" says Gibbon, "con-

Seljuqs

6
°

6 tinued t0 dwe11 in the ten*s of their

ancestors, while the Turks of the
court and the city were refined by business and soften-
ed by pleasure." No love existed between the two
sections of the race. The civilised Turkish population of
the great cities ofTurkestau and the Turkish peasantry,
who had learnt the value of agriculture, found the
ways of their untamed brethren intolerable. Por two
senturies the chiefs of Mawaraun Nahr had acted as
the frontier outposts against the barbaric Tartars. But
the rise of the Ghaznavide empire had greatly weakened
their strength and it was impossible for them to dis-
charge their former function with efficiency. The
remnant of the Seljuq tribes left in Mawaraun Nahr was
intensely hated by the neighbouring chiefs, whose
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territories they constantly raided. The sons of Ali

Tight, who had re-established the power of their family

over Samarkand and Bokhara, refused to tolerate them,

and the ruler of Jund, named Shah, for whom they

had an innate enmity, made a sudden raid on their

wandering camp, and with a double portion of their

vindictive animosity, slew eight thousand of their males

at a single stroke while seven hundred men, who escap-

cd his wrath, fled to other side of the Oxus. But in

1031 Yusuf Qadr Khan of Kashghar died and in the

r.ii,...:„„,.„or a Hunt ach tlip riVm 7nnvide general whom

Mahmud had appointed governor of Khwarazm, was

ordered by Masud to advance against Ali Tigin's sons

and in a fierce battle, which cost him his life, he crush-

ed their army and deprived them of Bokhara. Akun-

tash's son, Harun, whom Masud appointed to his

father's post, repaid his kindness by treason and soon

met his punishment. The result of these events was

to remove every pow er that might have prevented the

march of the Tartar tribes from estern Turkestan across

Mawaraun Nahr to the tempting fields of Persia. The

officers of the empire proved totally incapable of either

exterminating or subduing the migratory hordes that

had crossed the Oxus. They had no settled habita-

tion and it was impossible to crush them in a battle.

They dispersed and reunited with remarkable ease.

And yet it is easy to imagine what the unexpected

raid of the Tartar shepherds, who came burning and

plundering, meant to a population accustomed to law

and order.

The leadership of the immigrants naturally fell

to the Seljuqs, and in 1036 three chiefs of the
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tribe, tired of the continuous conflict and hard-
pressed for land, sent a petition to the Sultan
asking for the districts of Nisa and Farawah, the
land between the mountains on the northwest of
Khorasan, the Oxus and the desert of Kara-Kum,
to be granted to them as pasture. This humble
petition signed by Beghu, brother of Israel bin Seljuq,

and Beghu's two nephews, Tughril and Daud, concluded

with a. desperate threat, 'because they had no place on
earth and none remained to them.' 1\fasn_d bitter!-" com-
plained of his father's error in bringing these camel-dri-
vers into the empire, and while beguiling the Seljuqs with
soft words, sent a force of 15000 against them. Be-ta-
ghdi, the Ghaznavide general, defeated the Seljuqs after

a stubborn battle, but when his men had dispersed in
oearch of plunder, they returned from the mountain
defiles and practically annihilated his army. There
was no alternative but to concede the Seljuq demands-
but their ambitions expanded with their success, and
they began to aspire for the cities of Merv and Sarakhs,
situated on the frontier of their territory, and even for

the whole of Khorasan. But Masud, when he should
have concentrated his forces on the southern side of
the Khorasan hills, preferred a Pyrrhic victory over
the Hindus of Hansi; and during his absence in 1036-37,
the plunder of Taliqan and Fariyab enabled the Seljuqs

to organise their strength, and placed them in a position

to challenge Masud's power in northern Persia.

In the spring of 1037 Subashi, governor of Khora-
san, was ordered by Masud to proceed against the

Seljuqs. He protested that he was too weak, but the
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Sultan insisted on his order being obeyed, and the

reluctant governor led his troops to the expected defeat.

At one blow Sarakhs, Merv and the whole of Khorasan

came into the hands of the Seljuqs. Tughril was crowned

king at Naishapur. A permanent peace between Masud

and the Seljuqs was now impossible and a victory gained

by Masud at Sarakhs in the following year only delayed

the last stage of the contest.

In the summer of 1040 the Seljuqs collected around

Sarakhs and Mastid. though he had

The campaign made no preparations, resolved to

of Merv. march against them. A terrible

famine was raging and h's advisers requested him to

postpone the campaign. Me sud refused to listen. The

Seljuqs retreated as he advanced and concentrated their

forces at Merv. But Masud's army became more

disorganised at every stage. Grain had to be brought

from distant places ; the heat wot unbearable ; the

enemy had filled up the wells and harassed the Ghazua-

vidos on every side. Most of the men were unhorsed
;

no discipline or order remained ; and finally at

Dandaniqan, near Merv, Masud was surrounded by the

Seljuqs and had to offer battle. His generals disgraced

themselves by treason and flight, and the men followed

the example of their officers. 'The Turkish troops

went one way, and the Indians another, and neither

Arabs nor Kurds couid be distinguished.' Only the

royal body-guard remained round the Sultan, who

surprised friend and foe by his valour.and strength, and

spear in hand, struck down all who came withm the

reach of his arms. But the field was irretrievably lost.
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"I saw Prince Maudud, son of the Sultan," says the his-

torian, "galloping here and there, and endeavouring to
rally his men, but no one gave ear to him for everyone
was for himself." The Sultan managed to extricate

himself and reached his capital fearfully shaken and
terrorised. The Empire of Ghaznin was no more.

The officers who had . deserted the Sultan on the

battlefield were imprisoned. Prince

Masud
d °fSUltan Maudud was depatched with an

army to xmiKii, uut Masud himself

was so afraid of the Soljuqs that he dared not re-

main at Ghaznin. He sent Majdud to Multan and order-
ed Prince Izad-yar to hold the Afghans in check, and
then with the royal harem and the choicest treasures of
Sultan Mahmud loaded on three hundred camels, he
started for Lahore. Everyone advised the Sultan
against the step. His desertion of the capital would
throw everything, into anarchy and disorder. The
journey itself was full of danger. "T have nc very high
opinion of the fidelity of the Hindus," the Wazir Khwaja
Mohammad bin Abdus Samad remarked, "and what faith
has my lord in his other servants, that he should show
his treasures to them in the desert?" But misfortune
had only increased Masud's obstinacy, and he caustically
accused his officers of treason. At the pass of Marigalah
the Wazir's ominous words were fulfilled. A number
of Turkish and Hindu slaves plundered a part of the
royal treasure

; and seeing that their crime would, not
be pardoned by Masud, they besieged him in the inn
where he was staying and placed his brother, the blind
Mohammad, on the throne. Masud was captured and
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Bent to the fort of Giri where he was soon after put to

death.

Placed on the throne after nine years of imprison-

ment, the blind Mohammad content-

Maudud. ed himself with dry bread while the

affairs were directed by his son,

Ahmad, who was reputed to be mad. But Maudud
gave short shrift to his father's murderers. He hurried

from Balkh to Ghaznin and thence marched towards

the Indus. Mohammad's army, which had marched

to meet him, was defeated at Nagrahar, and Mohammad
and his sons were captured and slain on the spot (1041).

Maudud built an inn and a village on the site of his

victory, which he named Fathabad, and returned to

Ghaznin with his father's coffin. But the battle of

Nagrahar had not placed the Punjab in his hands. His

brother, Majdud, whom the late Sultan had appointed

governor of Multan, lost no time in consolidating his

power ; and with the help of the famous Ayaz, he

captured Lahore and established his government

from the Indus to Hansi and Thanesewar. Maudud
marched on Lahore in 1042, but Majdud arrived just

in time to save it. A critical battle was imminent and

Maudud's amirs began to waver. But on the mornin<*

of the Eid of Sacrifice Majdud was found dead in his

tent ; a few days later Ayaz also died : and the Punjab

passed into Maudud's hands without a battle. But
further troubles were yet in store.

It was not to be expected that the Hindu Rais
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The Hindu Re-
vival : Hansi, Than-
eswar, Nagarkot &
Lahore.

would fail to take advantage of

the troubles of their enemy, now

that the Seljuqs had made their

task so easy. The Empire of

Ghaznin, shrunk to the dimen-

sions of a little kingdom, was torn by civil dissensions

and in .a perpetual danger of being swallowed up by its

western neighbours. Maudud was in no condition to

defend his Indian possessions ; and the Rais of the

Punjab and other lands, 'whom fear of the Mussalmans

had driven like foxes to the forest, again raised their

heads with confident courage.' The tide turned rapidly.

A Hindu confederacy, headed by the Rai of Delhi,

captured Hansi and Thaneswar ; Ghaznavide officers

were driven off from town and country ; the oppressive

despondency that had taken possession of the Hindu

mind disappeared ; and th^ Rais determined to crush

the prestige of the invader by a victory that would

bring joy to every village of Hindustan. Of the sacred

places of Hinduism which Sultan Mahmud had conquer-

ed, Nagarkot was the only one he had kept in his hands.

To the average Hindu mind the Muslim possession

of Nagarkot symbolised the conquest of religon

by brute force, and it was the first duty of the

confederates to put an end to this standing insult

to their creed. The army of triumphant Hinduism

marched to the foot of the fort and laid siege to it

with all the sincerity of faith. The Muslim garrison

prepared for resistance, but its appeals for help to the

Amirs of Lahore went unheeded and it had no alter-

native but to capitulate on terms that saved its life
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; d honour. The temple, was rebuilt. A new idol was
placed on the pedestal. The news spread through all

Hindustan. Hindu pilgrims were jubilant and once
more came to visit it in crowds. 'The market of
idolatory was busier than ever.' Islam had become a
losing cause and it seemed as if another decisive blow
would drive it off from the land. The Ghaznavide
amirs of Lahore, busy in fighting each other, had for-

gotten their allegiance to Maudud and turned a deaf
ear to the prayers of the garrison of Nagarkot. But
wheo they heard that ten thousand Hindu cavalry

supported by a large infantry was marching against
them, they at last awoke to the insecurity of their

position, and taking an oath of loyalty to Maudud,
colk-cted their forces with the determination to defend
their city to the last. The Hindu army retired

without pressing the siege. Thus Lahore and the
large towns west of the Ravi were saved. Over
thg rest of the country Hinduism econ forgot the
Mussalmans. Such traces of Islam as Mahmud might
have left in India were simply swept off. On the other
hand, the Hindus learnt no lessons from their adversity.

No national government arose to end the civil wars of
Aryavarta and after a century and a half Shahabuddin
Ghori found the Hindu Rais as disunited as ever.

The later history of the kingdom of Ghaznin need

Later History
not detain us for lon S- Its petty

of the Kingdom P"nces were content to eke out a
of Ghaznin. humble existence under the shadow

of the Seljuq Empire; its unending
palace intrigues were a source of derision to its- enemies
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and of despair to its friends. Sultan Maudud died
in December, 1049, and his son, Masud II, a .child of
four years, was overthrown by Maudud's brother, Abul
Hasan Ali, who in his turn was defeated 'by Abdur
Rashid, a son of Sultan Mahmud, in 1051. In 1054
Abdur Rashid was put to death by his general Tughril,
the traitor, but the usurper was slain before he had
occupied the throne for forty days. Next Farrukhzad,
son of Masud, was brought out of prison and reigned
for seven years (1052-1059), while his brother and
successor, Sultan Raziuddin Ibrahim, a pious king was
blessed with -a long reign of over forty years which
came to an end in 1099. He was blessed also with
thirty-six sons and forty daughters, and the latter, for

want of puitable princes, were married to Saiyids and
pious scholars. Sultan Ibrahim is credited with two
Indian expeditions of which he led the second in per-

son (1079-1080). Ajodhan, the present Patan of Shaikh
Farid of Shakarganj, was reached, and marching thence
the Sultan captured the fort of Rupar, situated on a
hill with a river on one side and a thorny forest full of
snakes on the other. Still more poetic was the con-

quest of Darah, a town of Khor->.san colonists, exiled

from Persia to India by the Afrasiyab of the Shahnamah !

"They worshipped idols and passed their- lives in sin;"

but their city was considered impregnable and conse-

quently the Rais of India never succeeded in plunder-

ing the foreigners in their midst. But Ibrahim cut his

way through the thick forest that surrounded Darah
and reduced it by force. Apart from this somewhat
mythic exploit, Sultan Ibrahim was a sane and sensible
man, who never forgot the serious limitations of hia
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power and secured for his subjects a long period of
uninterrupted peace.

Ibrahim's son, Alauddin Masud, married a sister

of the Seljuq Emperor, Sultan Sanjar, and died after a
peaceful reign of sixteen years in 1115. His son,
Arsalan Shah, signalised his accession by putting his

brothers to death. Only one of them, Bahram Shah,
succeeded in escaping to his uncle Sanjar, who drove
out Arsalan and placed Bahram on the throne. But
Arsalan returned and besieged Bahram and Sanjar
once more marched to Ghaznin (1117). Aisalan was
captured and a year later put to death. Muizzuddin
Bahram Shah was a magnificent king. He twice defeated
the governor of the Punjab, Mohammad Bahalim.
Shaikh Nizami Ganjavi dedicated the Makhzanul Asrar
to him and the Kalila and Dimna was translated from
Arabic into Persian during his reign. But a tquarrel
with the chiefs of Ghor led to the sack of Ghaznin and
Sultan Eahram's reign of forty-one years ended in
disgrace and ruin (1152).

Meanwhile, like all things mortal, the Empire of the

The Seljuq
Se,Ju^s had been progressing

Empire. Sultan through its career of expansion, con-
Tnghril. solidation and decay. The battle

of Dandaniqan had placed the
Persian provinces of the Ghaznavide Empire in their
hands. Sultan Tughril (1039-1063), the first Emperor
of the dynasty, fixed his capital at Ray and assigned
Khorasan to his brother, Daud Jafar (Chaghr) Beg.
The ease with which the conquered people reconciled
themselves to the new dynasty is a credit at once to
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the moral chare er of the House oi Seljuq and the

captivating power of civilization. The new rulers threw

off their barbaric ways and conformed to the time-hon-

oured traditions of Persian monarchy; the military vigour

of the Turk combined with the administrative genius of

the Persian to establish an empire that came into con-

tact and conflict with the anti-Caliphs of Egypt and the

Byzantine Empire in the west and the infidels of

Cathay in the east; and in the century of peace that

followed no one regretted the fall of the Ghaznavide
administration. "It would be superfluous," savs Gibbon.

"10 praise the valour of a Turk, and the ambition of
Tughril was equal to his valour. In his own dominions
Tughril was the father of his soldiers and people; by a
firm and equal administration Persia was relieved from
the evils of anarchy; and the same hands which had
been embrued in blood became the guardians of justice

and the public peace." The kings of Ghaznin were
allowed to eke out their years of inglorious existence
but the Mussaimans and Christians of Iraq and Asia
Minor felt the hand of 'the Conquering Turk.' Azar-
baijan was annexed to the Empire; the power of the
Buwaihids, which Mahmud had crushed in Isfahan and
Ray, was finally annihilated in Baghdad and the
Commander of the Faithful, relieved from the vexations
to which he had been exposed by the presence and
poverty of this Persian dynasty, bestowed on Tughril
the titles of 'Sultanud Doulah' and 'Yamin-i Amirul
Mominin.' A Seljuq general, I-tsiz, overran Syria and
even reached the Nile, while the Byzantine Empire
felt the vigour of the Turkish troops across a frontier

of six hundred miles from .Tauras to Erzrum. The
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contest was, h wever, undecided when Tughril died at
the age of seventy-two.

Alp Arsalan (1063-1072), son of Daud, who succeed-

Alp Arsalan.
ed t0 the emP ire of his uncle aft«r a
brief period of civil wars, continued

the eastern conquests of Tughril. Armenia and Georgia
were annexed and three years (1068-1071) of war decid-
ed the fate of the Asiatic possessions of Constantinople.
The initiative was taken by the Emperor, Romanus
Diogenese, who advanced with a hundered thousand
soldiers and an auxiliary force of disorderly allies. After
three well fought campaigns the Turks were driven
beyond the Euphrates, and when the Sultan advanced
against him with forty thousand men, the Emperor
contemptuously ordered the barbarian to cede the
palace and city of Ray as the condition ot peace. But
the Sultan's *<rapid and skilful evolutions distressed and
dismayed the superior numbers of the Greeks," and at
the battle of Mulazgird (Madikerb) the Turkish veterans
crushed the power of their vain and disorganised oppo-
nents beyond the possibility of redemption. Romanus
Diogenese, brought a captive to the court, was treated
with that superb generosity which Alp Arsalan showed
his fallen enemies. Having accomplished his western
mission, the Sultan marched eastward foi the conquest
of Mawaraun Nahr. But an assassin's dagger cut short
the Sultan's life after he had crossed the Oxus and
brought his conquering career to an untimely end after

a reign of nine years and a half.

The reign of Alp Arsalan's son, . Malik Shah (1072-
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Malik Shah.
1092)

'

WaS a peri°d
°f ProsPerity

and peace, and shows the Seljuq

Empire at its best. The unrealised scheme of his father

was accomplished by the conquest of Mawaraun Nahr
and Malik Shah's Khulba was read beyond the Jaxartes

at Kasbghar. But during the rest of his reign the Sultan

kept perambulating his extensive empire and supervis-

ing its civil administration so that 'few departed from
his diwan without reward and none without justice."

The calendar which had fallen into disorder was reform-

ed bv a r.nmrnitip.P nf mntViPTn.nt.ir-in no finr>1vi<1in<y +V.o— \ -~o "*"

astronomer-xaoet, Omar Khayyam), who inaugurated the

•Jalali era' of Malik Shah, 'a computation of time, which
surpasses the Julian, and approaches the accuracy of

the Gregorian style.' With the names of Alp Arsalan

and Malik Shah is intimately associated the name of

their great minister, Nizamul Mulk, author of the

Siyasat Namah* and one of the most famous Wazirs

of the East. Deeply learned in all the political wisdom
of tne day, a patron of literature and art to whom the

'Nizamiah' University of Baghdad owed its establish-

ment, Nizamul Mulk served the Seljuq dynasty with
zeal and devotion for thirty years and won for it the

loyalty of its subjects and the grateful remembrance
of posterity. But the influence of the queen, Turkan
Khatun, who wished to secure the succession of her
son, Mahmud, alienated the Sultan's mind from "him,

and at the age of ninety-three years the venerable

.The Siyasat Namah is sometimes supposed to be a treatise
no political science, but it is really a book on political trickery
and a violent pamphlet against the 'heretics.' Its historical

value is very great.
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statesman was dismissed by his master, accused by his

enemies, and murdered by a fanatic. Malik Shah him-
self died in the following month.

Malik Shah's two sons, Barkiyaruk (1092-1104) and
Mohammad (1104-1117), were succeeded by their bro-

ther, Sanjar (1117-1157), a great, 'dignified and mighty
monarch,' under whom affairs again came back to 'the

highway of legality and the beaten track of equity and
justice,' from which they had been unhappily deflected

during the reigns of his predecessors. Irak, Khorasan
and Mawara.nn "NTnTir in^m-ico/l

prosperity; the empire was more extensive than it had
been ever before. Nevertheless Sanjar's long reign was a
period of disintegration ond decay. Provincial governors
(alabaks) began to aspire for independence; a new race
of Turkomans poured across the Jaxartes; and by slow
degrees the foundations of the Empire were sapped.
Sanjar struggled valiantly agninst the rising deluge
and wod seventeen out of the nineteen great battles

he is said to have fought. Put he did not know
how to take advantage of his successes, and his

defeats were, consequently, more important than his

victories. In 1141 a number of Ivarakhata-i tribes,

who had migrated into Turkesten, rebelled against

the Empire. Sanjar was defeated near Samarkand
and the whole of Mawaraun Nahr passed into infidel

hands. Another body of emigrants, the Ghazz Turks,

defeated and captured the Sultan in 1153, and carried

him about as a captive in their camp for three years.

When the Sultan at last escaped to his capital,

the empire had ceased to exist. Khorasan had been
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devastr >d by the Ghazz; the alabaks had thrown off
their allegiance to the central power ; and the last of
the "Great Seljuqs" closed his eyes after a strenuous
life of seventy.two years spent in an unsuccessful defence
of the work of his ancestors and the civilisation they
had inherited.

Under the protection of the Seljuq Dynasty, Persian
civilisation reached a height which it has never since
attained. The middle of the twelfth century witnessed
the final extinction of the kingdom of Ghaznin and the
collarise of thr> S'.^moi

L 1 1 \,
l.: j _ !•

Khwarazm and Ghorroseon the ground thus left vacant,
but neither had grown to its full stature when the
Muslim world was overwhelmed by the Mongol
barbarians.
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